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ABST A _T

The paper describes a variety of analytical difficulties facing prospective
weers of the first follow-up of the NCES NLS survey and suggests some
possible approaches to coping with these ,

The primary focus of this paper is on the causes and consequences of
selective item non-response in tlie first follow -up survey. Cothng schemes
used to flag this non-response arid alternative approaches to estimating
values for miss ing data are discussed .

An examination of special codes used for routing-pattern errors and miss-
ing data leads us to propose preparation of an analysis-oriented data file
to parallel, but not replace, the existing documentary file. We mention
certain coding modifications which might be implemented for such a file.

An examination of patterns of item non-response leads us to conclude that
the questionnaire's content and format, especially requests for detailed
and/or private information, complex routing patterns, and a layout better
suited to personal interviews than to mail-out collection, are probably
responsible for some item non-response . We suggest possible modifica-
tions that might reduce item non-response in future follow-up surveys .

Review of several approaches to adjustment for missing data leads us to
recommend a specific imputation procedure for data already collected.
We also describe some poss ible methodological studies aimed at testing
the effects of data assignments upon characteristics of the present NLS
data base,
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INTBODUCTION

The National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of

1972 is an ambitious cos ly effort by the National Center for Educational

Statistics to trace the careers of a cohort of young persons during the

.years following high school. The large sample selected (over 20 thousand

participants'y and the long questionnaires some 50 pages in the original

wave and the foll -ups) lead one to believ that a treasure-tr ve has

been created for researchers inter Tted in following up s chooling deci-

sions and career choices by young persons.

The Educational Policy Research Center for Higher Educationi

and Society is especially interested in the sights which could be gained

by analyzing this data. The topics covered are central to its mandate to

develop policy-relevant information a.bout th_ dynamics of choices to con-

tinue one's education beyond high school, the ways education is financed,

reasons for not continuing education beyond high school, and the work

experien e of both those who stopped their education w th high school and

those who _-ontinued.

Even a cursory eaniivation of the suinrnary of the first

follow-up impressed staff rnerthers of the Center .-ith the difficulty of

proposing meaningful analyses of this information. The complexity of

the questionnaire, the difficulty of tracing response patterns, and the

rather une e__ luck ----h obtaining information for selected questions has

caused us to analyze carefully some of the possible pitfalls hich lie in
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the paths of analysts of the subject survey.

The exte ded methodological note which follows should be

useful to users of the su- ey, the staff of NCES who may wish to com-

mission various analyses of the data, and to planners of future large-scale

surveys. We hope that it will stimulate an exchange between data us: s

which will enhance the usefulness of the data, and will help them in

eco omizing effort to obtain maximum results .

e -'ew of the paper.

The first follow-up survey of the National Longitudinal Study

of the High School Class of 1972 (NLS-HS) covers the early postsecondary

experience of the sample members. The data from that survey are

flawed by high rates of non-response to many items. The problem is

quite critical when response is very low on a very important item. For

example, only SGIThe 60 per cent of those listed as eligible to answer the

question gave the amount of their first-year expenditures for school tui-

tion and fees. *

Such gaps in information can seriously damage efforts to

trace th long-term school and work experiences of the 1972 graduates.

It 'll be quite difficult to determine reliably what relationships exist

bet een (a) the base -yeat (pre-graduatio circumstances, (b) the early

pos tsecondary school-and-work experiences, and (c) the later experiences

Table 3, item P46BA.
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of the class of 1972. The links between (a) and (c) will be especially

hard to establish given poor information about the intervening period.

Continued low item response rates in future follow-up surv:ys, coupled

with normal sample attrition, will further aggravate analytical difficulties.

Our analysis of the patterns of item non esponse in the first

follow-up survey has several objectiv

1. to determine what information is most affected

by ite non-response,

2. to locate probable sources of item non-response,

3. to suggest possible ways of reducing item non-

response in future follow-ups, and

4. to examine and assess various approa-hes to

adjust nt for missing data.

We examined item response rates as published in the user's

manual for the foil w-up survey. We found that response rates were

very low for several matters of the greatest policy importance. Among

the most often omitted items were those covering income, financing

education, arid other oney matters;" reasons for past choices; future

expectat ons; arid, in general, details about experience.

We attribute much of the item non-response to the format

and content of the questionnaire, especially to its complex routing p t erns

and a format ill-suited to self-administration. We also found that the

coding scheme us ed to prepare the documentary data file (the "data of



record") creates analytical difficulti_ s often spuriously inflates item

n n-response rates and hampers identification of valid responses.

We suggest possible revisions in the questionnaire, for use

uture folio- ups . Since we presume its content to be justified by

specific information needs, the suggestions are limited to matters of

for -.at and response options. We emphasize that our suggestions must

be proven successful in field pre-tests before adoption for use in future

surveys.

We suggest the preparation of an analysis-oriented data file,

paralleling the documentary file. For this effort, we recommend im-

position of judgments about the validity of some quest oiled responses,

ass gnment of values for missing data, and appropriate recoding. We

emphasize that the documenta -y file, and its present coding scheme,

should be retained as the primary record of the first follow-up data.-.

Our appraisal of varlous ways of assigning missing data leads

to a _recommendation that the method employed by the University of Michi-

gan Institute for Social Research, for its "Panel Study of Income Dynamics,

is best suited for use with the NLS-FIS data. We also recommend, how-

ever, that empirical studies of the effects of data assignment upon the

NLS-HS data base should be conducted under NCES auspices .

This paper is organized in two major sections. The first

contains our description and analysis of patterns of item non-response.

The second contains our discussion of approaches to adjustment for



missing data.

The first section opens wi h a detailed discussion of coding

problems , focusing parti ularly on the routing-error codes which created

problems in calculating item response rates. The remainder of the first

section contains our discussion of the kinds of information most affected

by non-response and ou (conjectural) analysis of the sources of non-

respons e

The second section opens with a short commentary on pro's

and con's of data ass gnrnent, especially with regard to longitudinal

studies. Our review and critique of treatments for missing data in seven

large data bases follows . The section closes with a brief discussion of

the need fox methodological studies to assess the consequences of data

adjustment for the NLS-HS data base, and suggestion of some possible

avenues of exploration for such studies.

The issues in brief.

As noted above, analysis -f the survey is complicated by (1)

high rates of non-response for certain ite s (2) the use of data codes

which make the computation of rates of non-response difficult, and (3)

ambiguities in answers probably due to some design features of the

instrument used to collect the data .

non-response, which is apparently quite large for some

s, is difficult to deal with in most complex analyses'. Selective non-

response to particular items could he motivated by respondent

1-0



characteristics not measured by sat-pp -selection variables, and hence

may require more complex adjustment procedures than those used to

re-weigh the sample for questionna re non-response.

Adjustments of data for item non-response must rest on

sophisticated guesses about what r -sponse would have been made had

the respondent answered the question. Or, if an analyst decides not to

modify the data base, the power of re ults is weakened, someti- -s

drastically, since the exact population to which generalizations can be

made may be undefinable. Since conclusions may be affected by either

course of action, decisions about data modification are impor ant analytical

issues .

Coding issues stem from the rules devised for transfor ing

raw info ation--as supplied by a respondentinto analyzable "data."

Rules for coding normally are dev sed with some particular objective in

mind, and are fundamental to the processing and analysis of data. The

intended uses of the data govern the coding policies; that is, the coded

data incorporated in a file are products of a chain of policy decisions,

and these generally result from certain intentions and assumptions on the

part of those who devise the coding rules . Coding issues may arise, for

any data base, when the object ves of couing are unclear or when differ-

ent prospective users of the data base have different obj ectives for use

of the data.

The fundamental policy of R which dev sed and



implemented the coding rules for the NES-EIS data as to avoid impos-

ing judgments upon the data. They sought to retain as much of the diversi

of "raw" responses as was consistent with the produ tion of an interpret-

able data file. As a rule, this IS a good policy, and we emphasize that

R .T.l. is to b applauded for adopt ng it. Howevet, in implementing

this general policy, R .T.l. devised a coding scheme which, we think,

makes it difficult for analysts to use the data.

Most important, the coding of non-response and errors in

following routing patterns results in syste atic misstatement of the pro-

portions of usable response to ite s. This is a serious flaw because

some prospective users may be dissuaded from attempting analysi-

owing to artificially inflated non-response rates published in the user's

manual, and because some people who were not eligible to answer certain

items have been coded as "eligible but riot responding.

Questionnaire design is the paramount issue for future waves

of the NLS-HS survey. The First Follow-up Questionnaire has proved

to fall short of its intended purpose in several ways; this may be due to:

(1) its physical layout, designed as if it were to be
administered by a trained interviewer;

) complex routing instructions, an important source
of confusion to respondents in the self-adminis-
tered instrument;

the response-options provided for many items
which introduce unnecessary ambiguities for the
respondent and probably underlie at least some
of the skip-pattern errors;

12





(5)

the lack of certain response options (chiefly
"don't know"), which probably induces much
of the item non-response and causes loss of
(fairly) firm estimates of the extent to which
respondents' ignorance of important matters
may underlie their decisions, acts, and general
experience;

the number of pages (and hence the apparent
length of the questionnaire), which is increased
by wasteful use of space.* Since the propen-
sity to respond is doubtless affected by the
recipients' initial impression of how long the
questionnaire is (which might be judged from
the number of pages), compact spacing through-
out is advisable;

(6) the booklet format of the questionnaire, which
permits the respondent to enter at any point of
his choice. Respondents who do not follow the
prescribed item sequence, i.e. , #1 to N, may
well make skip-pattern errors and/or become
so entangled in the various routing paths that
they simply give up attempts to respond.

Procedure.

Since the technical discussion underlying the foregoing judg-

ments ab ut the methodological problems of the NLS-HS data base makes

frequent and detailed reference to the "Base Year and First Follow-up

Data File Users Manual" (R .T.L, 1975) for the survey, we urge the

reader to obtain a copy of that document for use in following the discussion.

The technical discussion focuses on item non-response in

We presume the use of space was designed to ease processing of the
questionnaire, an understandable objective, but not completely com-
patible with self-administered data collection.

13
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the first fol -up survey. In the main, the base year survey is ignored

because the mode of data collection used there will not be repeated and

because item response rates there are generally high.

Our discussion covers only selected items from the First

Follow-up Questionnaire. The items reviewed we believe, are those

relevant to policy issues likely to be discussed by federal policy analysts .

These are enrollment, financing of postsecondary education, labor force

participation and income, and reasons for de_ sions about postsecondary

schooling. Some descriptive items , such as marital status and family

background, are also considered. Other items may present equally diffi

cult problems, but are not central to our interests

This discussion is based on analyses of response patterns

der iv ed from the item response distributions published by ETI in the

User s Manual. A supplementary paper, based on an examination of in-

dividual records from - special run of the public-use data tape, is now

in progress

CODING

Relation to item non-response.

A discussion of coding problems must precede our comments

on the core issue of item non-response because ETI's coding scheme

* The s upplemental investigation is a cooperative effort between our
group and the College Entrance Examination Board.
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makes it very difficult to calculate accurate estimates of non-response.

RTI has created a comple t of c des to represent the variety of cir-

cumstances under which a clearly usable answer was not obtained. The

codes on certain questibns determine whether or not a person was counted

among those eligible to answer other questions . Since the usable re-

sponse rate for any item is based on the number of people eligible to

answer the question, and since the way codes are used can inflate that

base, calculated item non-response is very strongly influenced by the

coding system. Mechanical application of decision rules, which exclude

only cases carrying certain codes from among item eligibles, often leads

to overstate ent of the number of people eligible and, therefore, to

understatement of the usable response rate *

Description of special codes .

To follow the technical discussion, the reader must be

acquainted with certain RTI codes and their use. We des _ the them

briefly, but advise the reader to augment this by _ udying pages 22 through

30 of the User Manual.

Routingerror "flag codes. Respondents to the First Fol-

low-up Questionnaire were not required to answer every question. Cer-

tain questions, called "routing items, " direct the respondent to other

s RTI indicates with "The effect of this coding for non-response is
overestimate the illegitimate non-response... This implies that

the user should be quite careful in interpreting the 5ori-response_codes." (User's Manual: 29-30) 1 5



questions which he should ans wer, TIiL5 j neby 1e of AA intructi

-skip to question --," which is iceyed tc) °me cr ElDre of the response

options for the routing item. Ideally, tlie lespCYRI-Cr sl-Louid an5wer rhe

routing question and all questions to which h is led 1:7y he instrucUon,

but should not answer any questions be bact beerk routed arouui.

practice, respondents often failed to meet this ideal x.es ponse pater

forty-three per cent of the first follow- up espoiidnr made at least one

error in following routing instructions ,

Routing errors occur whert a person, answers tIle ocJtirg

quest on and then fa ls to follow theSCjp tuti a=8 lrc reci. -There

are several ways such failures can occur, artd fl hs clev-ised a s les

of "flag" codes for routing-iterris to indicate ithal tliere I $ oornerhitiC

wrong with either the routing-item pone iLts6qu ear resp-onses .

Questionable rout ag-itern arisviers ate fizgged by acidirig 20

40 or 60 to the basic response code, clep6ndAn5 on tl-Te cype of irro-zsiSt-

ency. Twenty (20) is added for resperidenCs mhO arovvered so Los e-

quent questi n they were directed to skis, Vcrt-Y (40) is ade Jhe n

subsequent questions that were to be atisw %neve ief blank. Sity

(60) was added for respondents who rnade toorlh err,crs hay is, ftsl,vered

a question they were directed to skip and faiLd -to angwar ether they-

* Routing items rnay lead the respond t geirte to o a ZOOrld blocks of
several questions.

** See User's Manual T&ble "Quality jtt1ies otitirtg Qu ions"
(p. 31).

16
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were to have ans erect.

Non -response and unusable respo -s codes. Several special

codes were used to mark absence of a usable response. Three separate

kinds of non- respol,se are distinguished, and there are four codes for

unusable responses.

The non-response codes are:

(a) Code 99 (LEGITSKIP) used for xespondemts who properly

skipped an Item they were routed around, as welt as

for 1, 048 respondents to the base-year survey who re-

turned no follow-up information.

(b) Code 93 (PARTIAL RESPONSE), used for non- :esponse

on a_ particular item, which is part of a set of related

iterns ,* when other items in the s _ t were answered .

(c) Code 98 (BLANK), used to code item non-response when

neither code 99 nor code 93 apply. (The "residuar'

nature of this code underlies ;navy difficult es in calcu-

lating item response razes, as discussed beloW. )

The fota- unusable response code are:

(a) Code 94 (DON' T KNOW)

(b) Code 95 (OUT OF RANGE)

For example, the item "Needed to earn money to support my faimily,
which is one of 17 reasons listed separately in item F24 (Why did you
NOT continue forrnal education after high school).

17
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Code 96 (MULTIPLE RESPONSE)

Code 97 (REFUSED ANSWER)

The uses of these "garbage" codes are fairly straightforward, although

we comment below on the possibly misleading Itbe Is.

'rGarbage" codes rarely apply to significant proportions of

response and create few analytical difficukiesi, in contrast to the "tlag"

and "non-response" codes.

ANALYTICAL DIFFICULTIES ARISING FROM

ROUTING-ERROR CODES

The routing-error codes, as used by RTI, create analytical

difficulties described below.

Incomplete "flagging."

The simplest instance is the lack of routing-error "flags,

comparable to those used for routing items, for conditional items.

the published response distribudons for conditional items, answers that

are inconsistent with the routing-item responses are not distinguished

from those that are consistent. This makes it impossible to count the

umber of "clean" (certainly usable) responses directly from the distri-

butions . To determine whether or not conditional- and routing-item

Conditional items (questions) are those for which an answer is expected
only on condition that a particular routing-item response was giveil.
That is, conditional items are those to which a person is directed by
the routing (or, SKIP) instructions keyed to routing-item responses.
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responses are consistent, one must perform special computer runs in

which both responses are Arnpared. This adds a data-proce sing step

which is costly, and provides extra opp rtuniti s for analysis error.

The lack of 'flags" for conditionals is particularly troublesome when

a routing item controls entrance to blocks of conditional items . In such

cases, it may be necessary to check consistency for every item in the

block in order to find the origin(s) of a routing-item "flag" code .

The ab-ence of "flag" codes on conditional responses is a

serious flaw, not only because it requires extra data processing but also

because potential users cannot easily 'assess the adequacy of the data

base by reference to the User's Manual. Some studies may not -le under-

taken because prospective analysts are dissuaded from attempting them.,

esponse eligibility.

A far more serious', analytical difficulty created by the routing-

-or codes is inflation of the nunther of people counted eligible to answer

conditional items. As previously noted, this affects calculated item re-

sponse rates, sometimes quite markedly.

RTI's publ shed distributions count as "eligible to answe

all those not coded 99 (LEGITSKIP); that is, unless definitely ruled out

he eligiblp pool, a person is deemed eligible. The number of LEGrr-

SKIPs for conditional items is determined by subtracting only the "clean"

SKT esponses* from the total sample size. Any routing-item responses

Plus the constant 1,048 people who returned no questionnaire.

9



which are error-coded are, therefore, deemed e igible for subsequent

conditional items.

To illustrate:

Item F23 asks "Since leaving high school have you

attended any school.. ftesponse options are YES and NO. If YES is

marked, the respondent is directed to "SKIP to q. 25. " If NO is marked,

he is expected to answer items F24A through F24C2 (which are a list of

reasons for not continuing formal education) and to exit Section B. *

By RTI's procedure, only those who gave a 'Clean" NO to

F23 are ruled ineligible (LEGITSKIP) to answer item F25, which asks

"Were you taking classes or courses at any school during the first week

of October, 1973T' There were 5,447 "clean" NOs to item F23, and the

published LEGITSIC112 for item F25 is 6,495, or 5, 447 +1,048. There

were, however, a total of 2, 360 additional NOs bearing routmg-e ror

"flag" codes and none of these are ruled ineligible to answer item F25.

Since they are not ruled out of the eligible pool for F25,

they are treated as eligible. There were 776 cases coded 42 on F23

(NO to F23 and failed to answer any items in F24A-F24Q and properly

exited fr m Section B, as directed in F24). These seem clearly ineligible

to answer further que3rions about postsecondary schooling, yet were

counted eligible for F25--as well as all further items in Section 13--

* Section B is that portion of the questionnaire
secondary education and training.

Items F24A through F24Q are a list of reasons for not continuing
formal education after high school.

hich deals with post-
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simply because of the routing-error code for item F23.

The use of code 42 for item F23 indicates that these 776

people answered no subsequent questions in Section B. They must,

therefore, have been included among those coded 98 (BLANK), for all

remaining items in Section B. Since they contribute to the eligible pool,

but not to the usable response pool, for all these items, their dubious

inclusion will decrease the apparent usable response rates .

The rates can be calculated, of course, after subtraction

of 776 from the eligible pool for any item from F25 through F47GB (the

end of Section 8), but it seems undesirable that such an adjustment must

be made to compen ate for the vagaries of response coding.

This case illustrates one of the simpler difficulties which

arise from the routing error codes . Where a sequence of routing-items

precedes a conditional item, adjustment 02 the eligible pool to cornpen-

sate for such dubious inclusions requires extensive computer analysis

of response patterns_ The supplementary paper mentioned above will

present an attempt to perform such an adjustment. It will illustrate

the difficulties faced by analysts as a result of routing-ern:re coding.

See the listing for Q23, code 42, and the footnote, on page 1 of Appendix
E. 1, User's Manual.

** For a small block of 7 items covering schooling costs for the first year
after high school, which are near the end of questionnaire Section B.

2 I
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Diffefects on calculated response rates.

All of the routing-error codes affect calculations of item

non-response from the published distributions . Since the "flag" codes

have different meanings, their impact on estimated item non-response

will vary. In s _me cases inclusion of "erroaeous" responses among

the eligibles can increase the estimated item response rate, in others

(as in the illuStrati above) it will decrease the rate.

Working only with the distributions published in the User's

Manual, we have tried to assess the influence of various error-codes

on response rates. For selected rout ng items, we related the number

of each lc nd of routing error to the proportion of BLANKS for subsequent

conditional items . Our objective was to determine how many of the

BLANK responses might have been contributed by people who erred in

following the routing pattern. This effort yields some suggestions for

modifying the data base to reduce the analytical difficulties posed by the

routing-error codes .

Table 1 shows the contribution of error-coded responses

(to each routing item ) to total response for the routing item and its first

conditional item. The conte t of the entries varies by code because of

the diffe ent poss. ilities for contribution entailed by each code.

next item in the numerical sequence.

Refer back to page 11 for the explanation of these codes .
22:
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TABLE 1

ROUT1 G-ERROR CASES .AS A PROPORTION OF ROUTING-
AND CONDITIONAL-ITEM ELIGLBLES

Routing
Item
No. Content

Code 2 0

Number
of Cases

ou ing
Item

on
Item

F 2: Complete high school?

_

14

_........._

0.07 0.07

F 7A: Marital Status 10/73 251 1.2 4.1

F 8A: Number of children, if any 52 0.9 1.4

F 13B: Anyone discuss borrowing? 21 0.1 0.3

F 21: Participated in a training
program since high school? 268 1.3 5.5

F 23: Any kind of schooling since
high school? 1,299 6.1 16.0

F 25: Attending any classes 10/73? 226 1.4 1.9

F 28B: Field of study 10/73 academic
or vocational? 163 1.3 1_4

F 29A: Attending any classes 10/727 449 2.8 8.9

F 30: School 10/72 sane as school
10/73? 435 3.1 8.9

F 48A: Working 10/737 285 1.3 3.5

F 54A: Working 10/72? 361 1.7 3.6

a "Conditional item" is the first item conditioned on the routing item; i.e., the next
item in the numerical sequence as given in the User's Manual distributions .

2 3
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TABLE 1 (Coned)

ROUTNG-ERROR CASES AS A PROPORTION OP ROUTING-
AND CONDITIONAL-ITEM ELIGIBLES

Code 4 0
l'anf Non-

Routing Per Cent of Item Eli Biles Response Rate--
Item Number Rauting Lon Worm Conditional
No. Content of Cases Item Item Itern(s )13

F 2: Complete high school? 1,727 8.1 8.1 19.1

F 7A: Marital status 10/73 101 0.5 1.7 44.6

F 8A: Number of children, if any 37 0.6 1.0 71.9

F 13B: Anyone discuss borrowing? 183 0.9 2.4 37.3

F 21: Participated in a training
program since high school? 54 0.3 1.1 26.7

F 23: Any kind of schooling since
high school? 780 3.7 9.6 20.4

F 25: Attending any classes 10/73? 47 0.3 0.4 26.2

-P 289: Field of study 10/73 academic
or vocational? 394 3.2 3.3 27.5

F 29A: Attending any classes 10/72? 305 1.9 6.0 46.4

F 30: School 10/72 sa e as school
10/73? 357 2.5 7.3 72.4

F 48A: Working 10/73? 602 2.8 7.5 (
( 11.3u

F 54A: Working 10/727 5.4 11.7 ( 18.2c
( 13.3d

a "Conditional it n-i" is the first item conditicned on the routing item; i.e., the rier Item in
the numerical sequence as given in the User's Manual distributions.

Where more than one conditional item is contained in the skip pattern. based on averages
for all. Where -Partial Response- is among categories, figure shown is the sum of BLANK
and PARTIAL RESPONSE_

Average for "Reasons for not working" set, excluding Going to school.'`

Rate for -Loyking for work. : item 48C or 54C.

24
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TABLE 1 (Cont'd)

RourIMGERRQK CASES AS A PROPORTION OF ROLITING-
AND CONDITIONAL-rrEm ELIGIBLES

Routing
Item
No, Content_

Code 60

Number
of Cases

12rer Cent &item
------Rot

Rem

F 2: Complete high school? 0 o

F 7A: Marital status 10/73 0 o

F 8A: Number of children, if any 0 o

F 138: Anyone discuss borrowing? o 0

F 21: Participated In a training
program since high school? 0 0

F 23: Any kind of schooling since
high school? 521 2.4

F 25: Attending any classes 10/73? 0 0

F 288: Field of study 10/73 academic
or vocational? o 0

F 29A: Attending any classes 10/72? 230 1.4

F 30: School 10/72 same as school
10/73? o o

F 48A: Working 10/73? 83 0.4

F 54A: Working 10/72? 123 0.6

Er

See text discussion regarding omission of "proportion of cond1tionalitcni igibles. "



Code 20 implies that a response was given. In the table, its

contributiou to the pool of conditional-item eligibles is also, therefore,

its contribution to the published resp nse rate.

Code 40 implies that no response was given. contribu-

tion to the conditi nal-item eligible po l is also, therefore, its contribu-

tion to non-response. We show the non-response rate for conditional

items for comparison with the contributon of "erroneous" responses to

the conditional-item eligible pool.

Code 60 designates a combination of routing errors For

reasons to be discussed, we omit its contribution to conditional items.

We can compare the contributions, to routing and conditional

items, made by those who erred in following routing instructions. This

gives us some notion of the impact of each error code on conditio al re-

sponse rate.

Code 20's contribution t analysis difficulties Consider code

20 for item F23 in th- table. The 1 299 people whose response to F23

was questioned because of later inconsistent responses were only -ix

per cent of all those eligible to answer F23. These same people can

For the present purpose, we have assumed that the questioned re-
sponse was given for the first conditional item. This is not necessarily
true, since code 20 implies at least one erroneous response somewhere
among several conditional items_

Where there are blocks of conditional ite s, code 40 means none were
answered.

2
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account for sixteen per cent of those answering the conditional item (F24:

Reasons for not continu ng education after high school). Their dispropor-

tionately large contribution to the eligible pool (and the response rate) for

F24 shows that a small minority of erring respondents to F23 contributed

heavily to the responses for F24. If these cases were ruled out of the .

data base for F24, the size of the eligible pool would drop fro_ 8,118

to 6,819 and the usable response rate for item F24A would drop from 79.8

per cent (6,481) to 76.0 per cent (5,182). If they were retained in the

eligible pool for F24A, but dropped from the _usable responses, the usable

response rate would drop from 79.8 per cent to 63.8 per cent. Obviously,

where routing-item code 20s make a disproportionately large contribution

to the conditional-item eligible pool, they have a significant impact on

the calculated response rates.

The analyst's interpretation of the quest onable responses

can exert an important influence on his results. One cannot be sure which

of the two inconsistent responses (routing- or conditional-.item ) is true.

Therefore, some decision must be made by the analyst, but whatever

decision he makes will affect response and non-response rates. As we

have just shown, complete elimination of code 20 cases from the conditional-

item eligible pool will result in a decreased response rate. This happens

because the number of BLANK cases remains constant but constitutes a

* This is not a recommendation. However, we suppose some analysts
might wish to work only with unquestionably valid responses.
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larger proportion of the reduced eligible pool. Conversely, retention of

code 20s will artificially increase the usable response rate by the extent

to which genuinely erroneous conditional item responses are represented

among those coded 20 on the routing item.

To further compound the ambiguity surrounding decis ons

about inclusion or exclusion of code 20s, it can happen that a code 20 on

the routing item may result from a "garbage coded" response to a con-

ditional item. In such a case, the number of usable responses will not

be increased, but the eligible pool will, and the usable response rate

will be somewhat reduced. In the first follow-up survey, this seems to

be an exceptional case, but we comment on it later in remarks about

code 94 (DON'T KNOW).

To this point in the discussion of code 20 responses, we have

considered only the case where an inconsistent response is made, i.e. ,

some actual answer is given. But those coded 20 on a routing item need

not have answered all conditional items in a block of related items.- A

flag code 20 was assigned if there was at least one inconsistent response

folio ing the routing item.

Thus in our example above, some of those coded 20 on item

F23 might have answered ( ay) item F24B, but not F24A. In that case,

We assume that some of those coded 20 on the routing item erred in
marking the routing item, and that others erred in marking the con-
ditional item; which response is really erroneous is not certain.
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they are considered eligthle for F24A but coded as a PART AL RESPONSE

(code 93

In discussing the example, we said that inclusion of code 20s

would increase the "usable ' response rate, and decrease the non-response

rate for a conditional item. Now we must mod fy that statement. In the

situation we are now considering, the code 20s for F23 become code 93s

(PARTIAL RESPONSE) for item F24A, and, of course, the result is to

increas- the non-response rate while decreasing the usable response rate.

The analytical difficulties presented by the code 20s are mind-

boggling. Consider, for example, what we conceive as a "worst case"

situation: An analyst is interested in certain attributes of people. who

claimed they stopped their education with high school because their plans

did not require more education. Item F24L is his key selection item,

because it gives that reason.

On the basis of the User's Manual distribution, he finds that

the usable response rate is 79.6 per cent, and that total non-response

(BLANK plus PARTIAL RESPONSE) is 20.2 per cent. H- further sees

that the people of interest to h (those answering ' applies to e" con-

cerning the stated reason) number 2,729 cases, and that there are only

17 "garbage code" cases. He rules out the 3,730 who ans -ered "does

Despite its
above.

el, code 93 means a for _ of non-response, as described

See item F24L in our Table 3 ,ppended) The other 0.2 per cent is
accounted for by other codes and rounding error.

29
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not apply to me" (since they lack the controlling characteristic ), and

must decide what to do about the 1,642 non-respondents.

We know that there are 1,299 "code 20" respondents spread

somewhere throughout this distribution, none of whom is coded either

BLANK (98) or LEGITSKIP (99). But because there are no "flag" codes

for routingitem errors on item F24L, neither we nor the prospective

analyst know how these doubtful responses are scattered among the coding

categories. They might all be among the people of interest ("applies to

") or all might be loaded on other response codes, or (more likely)

they may be variously distributed over all codes other than 98 and 99.

Depending on the actual distribution of the code 20s among

the responses to F24L (which recall can include the PARTIAL RESPONSE

code 93) and our analyst's decision about whether the code 20s are or are

not valid responses, the actual number of cases available for his study

could be as many as 2,729 (all "appli s to responses) or as few as

1 430.

We need not carry this "worst case" illustration further,

since the analytical difficulties faced by our fictional analyst must be

Code 20 in F23 guarantees this, by its definition. See User's Manual

Appendix E.1, Q23, codes 21 and 22.

** Most of those coded 20 (1,079) gave a NO response to item F23 (Any

school after high school?), and should have answered F24L on that

account. However, the truth of their response to F23 is in doubt be-

cause of later responses which suggest they had some postsecondary

education; hence their eligibility for F24L, and the hypothetical study,
is in doubt. 3 0
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evident. Tracing the F24L, responses of those 1,299 doubtful cases will

require several crucial analysis decisions, hours of programming prepa-

ration, st.thstantial computer costs, and possession of the data tape. All

of this must be done before the researcher can even decide whether to

go ahead with his projected study.

Thise illust ations of the possible difficulties stemming from

code 20 on item F23 by no means exhaust the matter. The reader can

examine other routing items in Table 1 to see the number of equally diffi-

cult instances implied by the proportions of conditional-item el gibles.

We think that where the figures in the paired cells differ markedly, the

analyst will face trouble. Seven of the twelve routing items listed in

Table 1 fit this criterion and these seven items directly affect a total

of 234 other items in the First Follow-up Questionnai e.*

What is to be done about code 20s? Flaying elaborated the

analytical difficulties posed by RTITs use of code 20, we feel obligated

to suggest some remedy for the situation. Our first thought was that

code 20 cases on critical routing items (like F23: Any school after high

school) might be deleted from the follow-up data base. This seems

impractical, however, because to delete only F23 code 20s would shrink

the data base by 6 per cent, and the cumulative effect of dropping others

By count of the items within the routing patterns of items F7A, F21,
F23, F48A, and F54A. Items F29A and F30 are coupled, as screens,
with F23. See User's Manual Appendix E.2.
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would reduce it still farther.

Instead, we recom end imposing more judg eats about the

validity of 20-coded responses. We think it possible to estimate the

probable truth or falsity of such responses by exa -rung subsequent

response combinations. * Such a judgmental reassessment of routing-

item '1errort responses can lead to reclassification of responses, largely

eliminating code 20s as a response category but not re oving them from

the data base.

In the later discussion of questionnaire format as a source

of data problems, we suggest some ways to forestall the occurrence of

code 20 cases in future waves of the survey. Some of these involve

changes in the physical layout of the question a' e others involve changes

in the response options to various items.

Code 40's contribution to analysis difficulties. We have al-

ready given one example of the impact of routing-error code 40. *** We

showed that 776 people so coded for item F23 (Any schooling after high

school) were inappropriately carried through to the eligible pools for

We have used such a procedure in the recomputation of eligibles for
items 46A and B (first year school costs), the results of which will
be described in the supplemental paper now in progress.

We are aware that such changes may make data non-comparable
across survey waves. We discuss this matter in the section on
formatting.

Failure to answer conditional items.

32s.
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every item from F25 to F47GB.

The use of code 40 will not always cause such harm. When

routing instructions are used to shunt some people around one or a few

items in a sequence which is otherwise applicable to all, the eligible

pools will not be unduly inflated. For example, item F 7A (What was

your marital status, as of the first week of October 1973?) routes the

never-married around questions about the date of marriage and whether

or not the respondent had any children.* All respondents are then ex-

pected to answer the next question (F9: In October 1973, were you

financially dependent...). A code 40 on item F7A indicates that no in-

formation was given in the conditional items, but those so coded are

obviously eligible to answer them and to answer later questions. Calcu-

lat ons of item response rates are not affected in such a case.

As we see it, no useful information is added by code 40,

since it does not appear to flag a genuine routing pattern error. Without

this flag, those cases would still be in the eligible pool for conditional

items to which the "erroneous" response directs them, and would be

counted BLANK for those items.

But as we have shown the absence of this flag would prevent

false inclusion of the 40-code cases in the eligible pools for items they

Possibly unwisely in the latter case, since parenthood does not require
marriage and the estimated illegitimacy rate now runs to about 13 per
cent of all U.S. births. Responsibility for children, legitimate or not,
doubtless affects decisions about work arid school.

3



are not eliØ1sto answer. So7 code 40 appears to contribute only mis-

chief and V-gracessing confusion.

ihe data in Table 1 reinforce our belief that code 40 should

bc elimiria& The percentages there show that code 40s consistently

contribute A itrge share of the conditional-item eligible pools. Although

in several ke they account for almost half of the total non-response for

conditional r-rLs they are always well within the general pattern of non-

response. Ir DtEisr Words, when the use of code 40 is not doing har

adds nothiug t vur understanding of conditional responses.

ecornrnend discontinuation of the 40-code flag.

ucle 60'$ contribution to analysis difficulties. As shown in

dents with mixed routing errors (code 60s) make up a

of the data base. Even if there is no overlap among

Table 1,

rather srn6

those maki j itch errors (an unlikely event), they would make up no

more than 4 er cent of all respondents.

e jS no overlap among responden s making code 60

errors on _tucial status items listed in Table 1, deletion of all such

cases would- Auce the available data base to 20,393, for an overall

follow-up faOpsorse rate of 91 per cent: If there is complete overlap

all 1-08k5-quent code 60 errors were made by those so coded for

* F23: AO 8400litig after high school; F29A: Enrolled in October
1972; ?AA: Did you hold a job, first week October 1973; F54A: Did
you holo kol) during October 1972?
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F23 the data base would be reduced to 20,829, for an overall response

rate of 93 per cent. Since there is probably partial overlap, the true

effect would be to reduce the overall response rate to something between

91 per cent and 93 per cent.

Since there must be almost total uncertainty about the t ue

enrollment or work status of code 60 respondents, their information must

be considered highly unreliable and probably should not be used. Consider-

ing the reduction of analytical difficulties to be gained by delet ng these

cases, and the fact that an overall response rate of 91 per cent or better

would be quite respectable, we think it advisable to rid the data base of

these highly ambig ous cases.

Closing comments on routing-error codes. Our suggestions

for treatment of the routing-error responses require degree of willing-

ness to intervene in the data which RTI rightly abjured. It is emphas zed

that we recommend such intervention only if NCES wishes to make avail-

able a parallel analysis tape, on an optional basis, to prospective users.

In no event should the RTI documentary version be replaced by a modified

data tape, since some users may prefer other treatments. The treat-

ments thus far recommended would serve only to reduce the amount of

ambiguous data and eliminate sources of analytical difficulty. They will

not supply missing data for non pondents, but they will help to f x

more accurately the number of persons eligible to ans er given ite s,

and they should eliminate most of those cases for which data may be
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supposed unreliable owing to respondent in ility or unwillingness to

follow instructions.

ANALYTICAL DIFFICULTIES ARISING FROM OTHER CODING

The influence of the routing-error codes upon the calculation

of LEGITSKIP and BLANK is the major coding source of analytical diffi-

culties, but there are others. This s -ction is a rundown of miscellaneous

observations about how the code structure might be altered to make anal-

ysis easier.

Code 98-BLANK.

think that frequency counts listed as BLANK are inflated

by factors other than the mechanical inclusion of routing-erro: codes.

These are chiefly by-products of the instructions and response options

given in the questionnaire.

An example of one extreme case will give the reader an idea

of how BLANK counts can be inflated by such factors.

Items FHB, D, F, and H ask for information about the 1973

income of the respondent's spouse. The exact wording of item Fll is:

"What is the best esti -_ate of your income before taxes for all of 1973?

If you are married, .please estimate your husband's or wife's income in

the second column provided. Do not include loans or gifts. Below the

question is a list beginning with total income, then seeking source details:

"from wages, salaries, "scholarships, fellowships," and "other

(for example, interest)." Two response columns are supplied, one

36
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headed "Your Own Income, the other "Your Spouses Income.' Ite

Fli is not contained within any routing pattern, . , it is to be riswered

by all respondents.

The published response dist tbution for FHB (spouse's total

income) lists 17,597 BLANKs and only 3,519 usable responses, for a

usable response rate of 16.5 per cent. The large number of BLANks is

mainly a result of (1) the failure to condition response about spoUe's in-

come directly upon item F7A (What was your marital status, as of the

first week of October 1973?) and (2) the fo mat of the instruction and

response for FHB, D, F, and H.

From the standpoint of machine processing, all respoildents

were eligible to answer items FHB D, F, and H. Thus, lack of response

-in the "spouse" colu n was automatically entered as BLANK rather than

LEGITSKIP.

In the absence of some instruction requiring a positiv en y
( uch a "Write NONE in the second column if you were not married in

1973 ) blanks there are hard to interpret. They could mean that there

was no spouse, or that there was a spouse who had no inco e, or that

there was a spouse h income but the respondent can't estimate it_ or

that there was a spouse with income which the respondent won't divulge.

The code category BLANK presumably includes all of these.

Second, positive entries are also hard to interpret. The

uction says "if you are married," implying "married at the tirrie
3
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you are filling out this questionnaire." Some respondents may have been

married or divorced during the several months bPtween the first week

of October 1973 (the reference week in item F7A) and the date they com-

pleted the questionnaire, which ranges through Feb uary 1974. Entries

of "spouse's 1973 income" from those married in the interim may have

ttle or no bearing on their own education or work experience through

late 1973. Those divorced in the interi (hence "not married now ' ) pre-

sumably will have left the "spouse's ncome" column blank, even though

their own education and work experience through late 1973 would have

been affected by their (former ) marital status.

The number of BLANKs for this item is thus affected by a

number of formatting and data-processing factors. It is patently absurd

to suppose that all respondents were indeed eligible to answer about a

spouse. Therefore, we have used item F7A, items F78 and C (date -ar-

ried), and Census information to make a crude est !nate that perhaps
a

4,050 respondents were married in 1973 and thus eligible to answer the

question. The remainder (17,300) we treat as LEGITSI(Ws. On this

bas s, the number of BLANKs for F11B (spouse's total income) becomes

only 531, and the revised usable response rate rises fro: 16.5 per cent

to 86.9 per cent.

We think that the usable response rates for some other items

17,300 excludes the constant 1,048 general non-respondents.

38
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are affected in similar ways by the comlination of instructions, response

options, and automatic processing, although we did not attempt to revise

the distributions for them. Our belief that usable response rates are

so eti es understated lends a cheering note to this discussion ,. but the

amount of work required to rev se item FHB indicates that considerable

art will be required to reassess item eligibilities and recode cases

from BLANK to LEGITSKIP.

BLANK and DON T KNOW. The frequency of "DON'T KNOW

responses code 94) is astonishingly low for all of the items we examined,

while that for BLANK (and PARTIAL RESPONSE) is persistently high. We

think that many of the BLANKs are probably a way of expressing "don't

know or related responses g., "can't recall"). We are not, of course,

able to reassign BLANKs to "DON'T KNOW" as we were for some reassign-

ments to the LEGITSKIP category.

Inspection of the First Follow-up Questionnaire (but not an

actual item count ) indicates that appropriate uncertainty" response options

are provided for no more than half-a-dozen questions, even though the

questions often ask for details, t me-remote events, or facts about others

which are not likely to be well-known to the respondents.

For future waves of the survey, we strongly recommend

greater use of " -ncertainty" options. This suggestion may be opposed

on two grounds, (1) that it provides a loophole for denial of information

and (2) that it merely sthstitutes one uninterpretable category =or anoth-



We reject these objections because we think that "uncertainty" options

will improve the amount of valid infor ation (as distinct from technically

valid data) obtained.

Experience shows -that espondents will often supply a "firm"

or positive answer even when, in fact, they do not have well-grounded

beliefs _acts, or attitudes. They do this simply to "help" a researcher

or to give the appearance of being well-informed. When they are not

shown, by an offered response option, that "don't know" or the like is

a perfectly acceptable response, they may create a ' :act" on the spot in

order to satisfy seeming demands. Inclusion of a "don't know" option

would reduce the number of such responses. Since BLANK (non-response)

is already available as a way to deny information, the addition of appro-

priate "uncertain" response options can only improve the validity of infor-

mation.

On the second point- "don't kno -" or like responses are n-

terpretable, but BLANK is not. Analysis of such responses can reveal

the extent to which ignorance, apathy, and fading memory influence deci-

sions and acts. "Don t know" and other "uncertainty response options

thus can provide a great deal of useful information which may otherwise

be buried in the BLANK category.

Closing comment on BLANK . In a later section of this paper,

we discuss methods available for esti -ating values to be assigned to

BLANK responses. While some of those methods are rather sophisticated,

40
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none are as desirable as preventing the occurrence of BLANKs. As we

have shown, the high frequency of BLANKS has been induced partly by

artificial inflation, partly by inappropriate questionnaire design, and

partly by absence of response options that might be used. At least as

much effort should be given to preventing future BLANKs as will doubt-

less be given to supplying m ssing data. Because overall response rates

are likely to fall continuously over the duration of this (like any) longi-

tudinal survey, we think that item non-response in the returns simply

cannot be afforded from an analysis standpoint. Therefore, It is an

urgent necessity that our and others' suggestions be field tested and, if

successful, implemented in future waves of the survey.

Response Option: "Does not apply.

The obverse of BLANK inflation is inflation of "usable" re-

sponses. We think the response option "does not apply to me" inflates

rates of usable response for many ite s, among them some that may

be the origin of 20- and 60-routing-er or codes on critical routing items.

The options "applies to and "does not apply to me" appear

to have been used in lieu of more straightforward "YES" and "NO,"

* Such as, F24 (Reasons for not continuing education after high school),
F29B (Reasons for not continuing education right after high school),
F48B (Why were you not working during the first week of October 1973),
and F548 (Why were you not working during October 1973). Some other
items which use "does not apply to me" are F31 (Reasons for changing
schools), F35 (Reasons for changing academic field), and F38 (Reasons
for dropping out of school).

4
V 7.
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probably to suit the wording of the questions involved. Our examination

of response distributions leads us to think that fairly large numbers of

respondents used "does not apply to e as if it pertained to the whole

issue raised by the question. For example, some who had not stopped

their education after high school probably circled "does not apply to

for at least a few of the reasons for stopping listed in F24. Their mean-

ing of the response is that the whole matter of reasons for stopping does

not apply to them; this is not, of course, the meaning intended by the

questionnaire designer(s).

The use of 'does not apply to me" as a response option prob-

ably has inflated the usable response rate for affected items. Perhaps

worse- it would reduce the proportion of "applies to me- esponses for

any particular item so coded, thereby biasing conclusions about the impor-

tance of the reason (or whatever ). As we have mentioned, its most ser ous

and pervasive effect may be the creation of many 20- and 60-e o -coded

responses to routing items.

We think respondents should not be offered such an opportunity

for error, and that analysts would be better served by the much less

ambiguous YES and NO options. Questions can be worded to suit the

options, rather than the converse, and we think they should be.

Code 93PARTIAL RESPONSE.

This code is used when there is no response to an item which

is part of a set of related ite s (e.g., reasons for dropping out of school)

4 2
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and at least one item in the set has been answered. F o an analysis

standpoint, it is chiefly a nuisance. Data processing runs must be pro-

grammed to add the frequencies of PARTIAL RESPONSE and BLANK to

tabulate the total non-response for items so coded.

The code is intended to describe the context in which the no-

response occurred, differentiating those who failed to answer any items

in the set from those who answered at least one. The code may be helpful

in analyzing such matterS- as routing errors, but to the substantive analyst

it is merely an obstacle in data processing.

The information contained in the code could be better con-

veyed to the substantive analyst by addition of a general item code on the

data tape. Such a variable would use three codes, designating (a) response

present for all subitems, ) response absent for all items, and (c) re-

sponse present for only some items.

Analysts interested in the context of non-response on a par-

ticular subitem could then sort on the general item code as a first pro-

cessing step. Others not interested in the context could avoid programming

for the addition of PARTIAL RESPONSE and BLANK. We think the latter

are likely to outnumber the former a _ong prospective users. We suggest

that for their convenience--and to remove opportunity for error in calcu-

lating response rates--the special code 93 should be dropped, and those

cases shifted to BLANK (98). Such a move would require creating the

general item var able, as suggested.
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Uncodabie espon es--OUT OF RANGE 95 and MULTIPLE RESPONSE

(96).

We think these two codes could be eliminated and the cases

merged in a single code category designated UNCODABLE. Neither

existing code tells us anything more than that a response was given which

did not fit the coding scheme unless we are interested in why it doesn't

fit). We think few analysts will care why a response is uncodable, and

for those who do* the unaltered RTI docu entary tape would be available.

Our purpose in recommending the merger and re-labeling of

these two categories is simplification of data processing. There are few

cases in either category (with the exception of an apparent data-processing

mistake for item F41CA: Number of credit hours attained after high

school, for which 19,947 OUT OF RANGE responses are listed), and

ease and economy of data processing see s more important than retention

of details on a handful of cases.

Comments on Category Labels.
_ _

In keeping with our insistence that opportunities for error be

kept to an absolute minimum in the whole survey process, we think some

response category labels should be altered because they misrepresent

Such as people concerned with possible modification of the NLS-HS
questionnaire.

**RTI's tabulation error points out that it is advisable to hold the num-
ber of codes, hence the opportunities for error, to a minimum.

4 4-
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what is actually encoded.

BLANK does not include all BLANKs; there are also PARTIAL

RESPONSEs and LEGITSKIPs. If PARTIAL RESPONSE were eliminated,

as suggested above, the important distinction between BLANK and LEGIT-

SKIP would be preserved and better characterized by use of MISSING or

MISSING DATA instead of BLANK.

OUT OF RANGE does not include all out-o -range responses.

Cases in that category are far better described by our recommended

UNCODABLE, because OUT OF RANGE refers to cases which could not

be processed by the machine-reading used to convert raw responses to

coded data.

Truly "out of range responses are listed by RTI in Table

5 of the User's Manual (which is itself mislabeled with the code 95 name

although it has no bearing on that code category). Responses which fit

the coding scheme but were deemed highly improbable are enumerated

in Table 5. In the published distributions, these cases are separated

from the code 95 OUT OF RANGE responses. The latter are like ise

not included in the tallies given in Table 5.

Although the data tapes contain these "outliers just as re-

ported, the response distributions published in the User's Manual do not

clearly distinguish them as a separate category of dubious responses,

and present an unneeded opportunity for error. We think that the label

OUT OF LIMITS, as a separate response category, should be used in

45
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the published distributions. All such cases would then be reported in

that category. User's Manual Table 5 (retitled) and its accompanying

discussion would then link without ambiguity to a particular category in

the distributions. If it seems desirable to distinguish them (and we think

it unnecessary), two categories, BELOW LIMITS and ABOVE LIMITS,

could be used.

For most items, the category DON'T KNOW (code 94) is mis-

leadingly labeled because it does not reflect an actual response option.

For any item where "don't know" was not an available response option in

the questionnaire, it offers a falsely precise statement of the number of

people who "did not know." We are unclear how RTI determined that the

respondent "didn't know" an answer for most ite s, although a few cases

(possibly the result of key punch ng er ors) are so listed for every item.

We presu e that most such cases were deter ined either by manual

coding of rite-in responses or from telephone call-backs.

As we have suggested, much more than relabeling is needed

to cope with this coding problem, and we refer back to the earlier dis-

cussion for a proposed solution.

SUMMARY

We reiterate that RTI's coding sche e is on the whole, well

designed for the assessment of certain technical problems, such as item

wording, instructions, and for at. Since we suppose that the majority

of data users will not engage in modif cations of the questionnaire, and

4 6
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might be confused or misled by features of the present scheme, we recom-

mend that any parallel 'general use" data tape employ a coding schpme

modified along the lines we have suggested.

In our opinion, a general-use data tape probably requires

more judgments than RTI pe mitred itself about th ' true state of the

respondent. We think that such judgments can be made on rational and

mostly e pirical grounds. Our recommendat ons are offered with a

view to altering the coding scheme to incorporate such judgments and to

eliminate codes made necessary by the restraints on judgment under

which RTI worked.

We stress those suggestions that bear on coding which affects

the calculation of LEGITSKIP (the number of respondents not eligthile to

answer an item). It seems essential that the coding scheme not introduce

confusion about the size of the "eligible" pool, since any potential user

should have a primary interest in the completeness and representative-

ness of the available data for an item.

Our suggestions do not modify the "true situation with respect

to item non-response--that is, they do not supply missing data-- but they

should make it easier for anrlysts to assess the adequacy of the data base.

This detailed discussion of problems associated with coding

has preceded the discussion of patterns of ite-. non-response to ake the

reader fully aware of the problematic nature of much of the information

on which we have based the analysis of item non-response. No additional

caveats are incorporated in the subsequent discussion.

4.7
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ITEM NON-RESPONSE

Problfl &ssociated with item non-response.

As We have noted, item non-response poses several diffi-

cultio tr he analyst. Besides biasing data in a manner which is difficult

to cor , it may sharply restrict the amount of usable data. An analyst

who wjA

sponseA m several waves of a longitudinal survey, may find this

o examine a number of items concurrently, pr to relate re-

almo0 it*ossible.

For example he wishes to relate two items, each with a

usable response rate, it is quite possible that no more than75 pey

50 pey iJt of the respondents will have answered both items. If more

ambitiPA Eforts, say analysis of interaction among four or six items,

are t J citidertaken, the overlaps may be so poor that the analysis will

have to Pe abandoned or that some method must be employed to "plug"

gaps in Che data base. Unfortunately, the analyst cannot tell, from the

respo00 distributions published in t:ie User's Manual, whether or not

his ptOt,ebsd study will be seriously impaired by such problems. Only

when Ailtilysis is underway (after the data tape has been acquired) will he

be atv CO zrosstabulate responses to dete mine how item non-response

affecto 111.5 analysis plan.*

occur when single-variable distributions are published.
NQ9 Might want to perform, for a fee, skeletal cross-tabulations
whCFi IPtrould provide prospective users with joint-item response rates.

4 8
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The shape and variability of response distributions may differ

g '-atly for items with different response rates. Because population esti-

mates drawn from such sample distributions will vary in precision, mean-

ingful comparisons may be impossible. Certain kinds of indexes, such

as ratios between average total income and av age unearned inco :e,

may be precluded.

Biases resulting fro general non-response can usually be

suppressed by some scheme that applies across all items, such as re-

weighting the sample. Corrections for item non-response cannot use

such schemes, becaus the items are not independent and becaus too

many separate weights would be required. Some other adjustment scheme

must be used to preserve the utility of the data.

Patt -ns of item non-response.

Procedure. We have analyzed non- esponse by examining

patterns of high and low rates as they appear in the data. Our main focus

is on patterning associated with specific types of information, Although

we have also considered item sequencing and other format character_ s-

ties.

We examined a subset of itei -s selected because of their cen-

tral importance for policy inquiries. These are listed, by number within

response levels, in Table 2. We chose 'those items that supply

They are also listed, by straight numerical sequence but without brief
content synopses, in Table 3.
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information ab ut respondents' curre (1973) activities and statuses

(e.g., marital status), school and training enroll _-_eat and costs, sources

of funds for college or other schooling, work experience, .. income and

sources of income, reasons for various acts and decisions, and certain

personal and social characteristics (some acquired from about 4,500

respondents only through the First Follow-up Questionnaire, Form B).

Counting all subitems (items hich are part of a set of related items) as

separate entities, we calculated response rates for 204 distributions

published in the RTI User's Manual. The number of items omitted is

relatively small.

The items examined constitute the core data sources of the

first follow-up suivey. They cover all of the matters most likely to con-

cern policy analysts charged with assessing the past or future roles of

the Federal government in secondary and postsecondary education. They

will be the source of information, for example, for such critical issue

areas as the transition from school to work, access to and persistence

in postsecondary education and training, and (from future survey waves)

economic and other returns to education.

Excepting item F64 (Since leaving high school, have you served

in the Armed Forces, .. which we excluded along with all other items

* in the order mentioned, see for example items F1A-F, F7A, F21-F23,
F25, F29A, F39, F46, F47, F48A, F54A, Fll, F24, F2913, F31, and
F78-83. This list does not include every item examined.

5 0
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on military senrice,* we examined all of the "key" items listed by RTI

n User's Manual Appendix B.

RTI used key items to assess the acceptability of a question-

naire. If answers to any were absent, the respondent was contscmd by

telephone to resolve problems; if answers to all the key items were

present, the questionnaire was accepted and appropriately coded grid

punched.

An important dig ession is in order here. RTI's key ite is

'nit some which we think crucial, pa t cularly items 46 and 47 (school

finances), item Fli (1973 income), and all of the "background chaRacter-

stics," except race, in items 86 through 99 of Form B.the only source

of direct information on these matters for about 4,500 respondents. We

think the "key item" check list should have been more comprehens ve,

nd that the key items in future waves should emphasize information

ial to Federal policy concerns. Because educational financing and

equal access are central to Federal policies on higher education, we urge

that "key items" for future waves of the survey include pertinent

such as those we have mentioned.

To return to our procedure:

We focused on usable response rates, by which is meant the

proportion of responses, out of all ruled eligible to answer a given

Because very few respondents had been involved in the military.
547
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that can be interpreted without ambiguity. This definition implicitly

incorporates as "non-response" all cases in which an expected answer

was omitted and those for which an answer that was given cannot be used

in analyses, i.e., cases bearing "garbage" codes and those bearing

routing-error codes.

Cases with routing-error codes were excluded from usable

response because they indicate doubt about the accuracy of routing-item

responses. Had comparable codes been used to "flag" suspect responses

to conditional items--as we have argued they should have been--we would

also have excluded those responses. Under the present circumstances,

however, this was a practical impossibility. Therefore, the calculated

"usable" response rates for conditional items include some responses

whose accuracy is in doubt.

We recognize that the inclusion of dubious responses to con-

ditional items inflates the calculated usable response rates. Since we--

like any prospective user relying on the published distributions--were

unable to distinguish the suspect conditional responses from the others,

we were forced to assume that all items were about equally affected by

them. While we doubt that this is empirically true, we made the assump-

tion in order to carry out the analysis of response patterning.

For our analysis, we graphed the usable response rate in

a strip graph with items ordered according to their numerical sequence

in the questionnaire. Some of our comments follow from inspection of

52.
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this graph. Their grounding may not be obvious from the same data

presented in other formats, but the graph is omitted from this paper be-

cause it is unwieldy. An interested reader can reproduce the graph in

strip form from the data given in Table 3 (appended).

Statements based on our analys s of response patterns are

to be regarded as diagnostic hypotheses, or plausible explanations based

on conjecture. We emphas ze that recommendations based upon these

hypotheses need field testing before they are imple ented for collection

of basic NLS data.

Variet es of patterning.

Instrument length and format. Decreasing rates of usable

item response, referred to here as attenuation, are to be expected in

any self-administered questionnai e, as respondents tend to tire of answer-

ing questions. Some will simply quit, at some point, if there is no ex-*

ternal impetus to complete. The complexity of the routing patterns in

the NLS-FIS instrument makes assessment of attenuation difficult, since

there are several possible beginning-end sequences.

It is possible, however, to compare response rates for

items at the beginning of questionnaire Section A with thoSe= for the back-

ground-data items in Section E, both of which all respondents were

supposed to ans er. The highest response rates in the initial portion

of the questionnaire run in the vicin ty of 95 per cent, whereas those
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for background data items in Section E run about 90 per cent. This

suggests that attenuation attributable to the length of the questionnaire

may be no more than 5 per cent. This is relatively small for such a

long and complex self-administered questionnaire, and leads us to

wonder whether respondents answered questions in the sequence they

were asked.

The sheer length of the NLS inst ument seems to exert sur-

prisingly little effect on item non _esponse. The efore, we attribute

most of it to the questionnaire's complexity, especially its complex rout-

ing patterns.

One possible reasons for routing-pattern errors may be that

some respondents answered the questionnaire from back to front or by

skipping around among sections in the instrument. There was nothing

to prevent this parte n of response as there is in a personal interview

Since we may presume most respondents knew the most efficient mode

of multiple-choice test-taking (leaving the hardest questions till the end),

it is reasonable to suppose that many followed the same practice in com

pleting the questionnaire. No amount of care in the construction of rout-

ing patterns, so long as they assume Ite 1-to-Item N sequencing of

answers, will wholly eliminate skip pattern errors and their attendant

* For Section A, we include Items 1A, 4, 5, 6A, 6B, 9, 10, 12, 16A.
For Section E, items 78A, 78B, 79, 80A, 80B, 80C, 81. The mean
usable response rate for Section A items is 93.7; for Section E, 90.1.
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loss of usable response. Some formats, however, may be less vulner-

able than others .o respondents' carelessness.

One alternative approach to routing would make use of

special blocking- variations in type style, physical alignment of response

options, and the like to direct attention toward th- proper item sequence.

Figure 1 illustrates, for one troublesome sequence, how phy ical layout

changes might be employed to reduce skip errors.

The layout of the First Follow-up instrument was evidently

designed to facilitate editing, coding, and other process_ng. This purpose

is not necessarily compatible with that of directing the user (respondent)

through the proper item sequences. Figure 1 is laid out for the conven-

--ance--Ofthe user, -and-Will-probably-prOve les8 COnVenient Itif direct-

keypunching, since items and response options are "jumbled" from the

standpoint of keypunching.

We may note that use of the form of lay ut suggested in Figure

I would probably require printing the instrument across the eleven-inch

axis of each page. We think this not only necessary but highly advanta-

geous, sin e in that for_ at the most convenient way to read the question-

naire is probably from page one to page N. (The inconvenience of other

sequences can be -hecked by attempting to read any booklet containing

tables printed across the long axis. It is not impossible to read "out of

order " but troubleso -.e.)

The layout format of Figure 1 attacks two sources of s ip

5 5



sthoUmg Mace- high. school?

Yes 1

25, in school 10/73?

Yes 1 t1t 2

26A, What school?

Name:

City:

GO DIRECTLY TO

Q, 29A, p, 9 DIP

Do not answer my

other questions on

this page,

268. What kind school?

State:

\i

24. Reasons wily [lot Yes No

I 2
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'
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1 2
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public
ar =
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Fig. 1. --Possible layout for routing pattern, items F23 to F26 (schema
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error. It discourages random entry, owing to clumsiness impos ed by

the 90-degree rotation. It also makes clear that different choicts of

sequence flow from particular responses to the routing items: alte_na

sequences are placed side-by-side, to indicate e_ ther-or decisions, much

as a fork in the roe._ requires an exclusive choice of path. Lines drawn

around exit blocks serve to set the pathways apart visually, and the in-

struction GO DIRECTLY TO, instead of SKIP- directs attention to the

item destination rather than to the pathway excluded.

Use of different type styles for routingitem responses like-

wise alerts the reader that something is different about the alternative

choices. The arr hich flow directly from the response word--

rather than code--to the appropriate item number or directi ) should

serve to provide "closure" for the implicit question, "why are the type

styles different?" Use of red, stylized arro headese__ es further to

direct attention to the fact that the respondent is expected to go some-

where other than down the page to the next item, and the juxtaposed item

destinati n tells where.

Physical layout devices like these would , we think, serve to

make the questionnaire better suited to self -administration than is the

original layout.

Still another possible approach would he to adopt a "tax-return"

format, where whole series of coriditional items would be placed on sep-

arate sheets or "schedules

* Shown as Rap in Fig. 1,
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With this approach, those items which every respondent is

expected to answer would be consolidated in a basic b- klet_ Depending

on his response to each screening (routi- tem in this basic form, the

respondent would then be instructed to complete spec fled schedules.

Each supplementary schedule would contain only those items appropria e

to the screening response, and would bear a prominent instruction to

"complete this schedule only if you said to Question X..' General

instructions for the whole tristrurnerit would emphasize that the respondent

will not need to complete every schedule enclosed and that he should pay

careful attention to the instruction on each schedule.

This format has the disadvantage that the respondent may

liffse-,---Or chdd to bre-,-- whole blocks of items. It may risk greater

information loss than more ordinary outed" sequences, but "routed"

for ats do not prevent the respondent from skipping whole blocks, so the

new difference in risk may be small.

The "tax form format see _s likely to offer several advan-

tages. First, it should reduce errors caused by random entry. Second,

may enc urage overall response by demonstrating that not every ques-

tion will have to be answered. Third, should there be missing information,

it would be possible to mail a. only the appropriate schedule, rather

than a whole new questionnaire, for follow-up. Fourth , by appropriate

With an appropriate cover letter and special instructions.
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mission of schedules , it would he possible to "tailor" instru ents to

the experience of the respondent as known from earlier waves of the

questionnaire, perhaps thereby inducing a nigher general response rate

as the longitudinal survey progresses . Finally, it would be possible

to request some detailed information only from subsamples, since

schedules requesting details could be sent to only (say) 20 per cent of

all respondents. This, too, might enhance general response rates .

As noted, we suspect part of the routing errors, to which we

attribute much of the item non- esponse, occur because respondents do

not proceed through the questionnaire from the first to the last question.

If so, it is imperative to use some format that, as nearly as possible,

eliminates the dependence of routing on following a pardcular item se-

quence or (failing that) to make the correct sequence so obvious that it is

hard not to follow it. Our formatting ideas attempt to achieve this.

Attenuation within blocks. A second major pattern involves

response attenuation within sets or blocks of items. There appear to be

several different sources for this.

The first seems to depend on the probability that an offered

response option applies Items El and F16** illustrate that matte_

This notion is predicated on the assumption that response is more
likely if some evidence is given that previous information is actually
being used in some way. An instrument "package" that shows both
concern for the respondent's time and awareness of previous responses
should help iii this regard.

Pr-sent (1973) activity and anticipa d (1974) activity, respectively.
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shown in Figure 2. The relationship shown there is imperfect, but it

seems evident that response rates drop as the probability (percentage

"applies to ) of the activity decrea -es . In these examples, response

above so -e "base" rate (here, about 85 per cent for specified activities

depends on the proportion of people to whom the item applies .

Item P47 (sources of funds for scho -ling) provides a more

dramatic example. In the published distributions, it is treated as seven

pairs of subitems with a fund source and amount as each pair. Usable

response rates range from about 65 per cent for the "first-listed source"

near zero per cent for the "seventh source. " Obviously, the explana-

_ion is that the number of people having s _ en separate sources of funds

(that they can report ) is far fewer than the number having one. The drop-

off ia response bet- e- n the "first" arid "seventh" sources forms a nearly

uniform rate of attenuation within the block

Attenuation of this form can probably be art ibuted to respon-

dents' reliance on non-response to express "not true in my case" or some

similar meaning. We have remarked earlier on the need for greater use

of "don't know" and "doesn't apply" response options to reduce non-

response of th s type. in the case of item Fl, however, "does not apply

to me" is offered, and the effect still occurs . Perhaps a simple YES and

NO option pair would have been better.

A modified form of the same pattern appears for three sets

s aski g reacons for decisions about postsecondary schooling
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Fl: Present

ACTIVITY Xfèi

Working 64.3% 94,6%

Academic Course 41.5

Homemaker 16,0 86.2

Vocational Course 14,2 87.3

Military 5.4 86.6

"Other" 5.7 65.7

Response Rate

F16: Antici ated

"App1ies Response Rate

736% 92,8%

48.2 88.9

21.4 84.8

20.0 85.2

6.2 84.4

6.0 63.5

a
Response

,,
appiies to me or expect to be doing as percentage of usable responses (each subitem).

Fig, 2. --Correspondence between Activity Probabilities and item Response Rate,



(items F24, F29B, and F31 ). Although the response rates are quite uni-

form for the several subitems (individual reasons) within each set, the

average rate drops by about 25 per cent between F24 and F299 and by a

like amount b tween F29B and P31. Each successive item (set) applies to

a s aller proportion of the sanylc ',. given inflation of eligible pools, the

constant decline in response rates probably reflects the noted tendency

to use non-re ponse as a way Of expressing "doesn't apply.

Items F24 and F2911 probably seemed identical to some r

spondents. Item F24 requests reasons for not continuing formal education

"after leaving high school," and F29B is identically worded except that

it stipulates "right after leavirig high school" (emphasis added). We think

it likely that some of the decline in average response (to the set of reasons)

stemmed from this seeming ilication. We :onsider "seeming redun-

dancy a second source of withnbiock attenuation.

Both the "probability" and the "redundancy" effects are allied

to ithin-block attenuation based on increasing detail. Consider, for

example, item requesting informat'on about the respondent's and

liis/hel: spouse's 1973 income,

FROM WAGES, SALARIES, (e

For some, TOTAL INCOME and INCOME

may seem redundant. For most,

come from "other" sources listedinterest, rental property, public

assistance, unemploYment compensationwill not apply.

Response rates drop sharply, for both respondent and spouse,

over the several subitems in Fa Both improbability and seeming
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redundancy probably contribute to response attenuation in this case.*

Even when "probability- and "redundancy" are less important

influences, requests for details are resisted by non-response. For ex-

ample, there are several instances whe usable response rate for routing

items th error coded cases excluded from usable response) are sub-

stantially higher than the rates for "detail" conditional items with some

"error" responses included as usabl ). All of the critical routing

items exhibit this pattern, as shown in Table 3. There usable response

rates fall bet een items:

F23 and F24 (any postsecondary schooling and reasons
why not),

F25 and_F26-F27 (enrolled as of 10/73 and variou
details about the school in which enrolled),

F29A and F29B (enrolled 10/72 and reasons why not),

F30 and F31 (same school in 10/72 as in 10/73 and
reasons for changing),

F48A and F48B-F50 (any job in 10/73 and details about
why not or what kind of job, wages, hours), and

Similar influences probably operate for items F82C I782DC and F83C
F83DC (application for financial aid and amounts received, first-

and s?cond-choice colleges).

** This pattern may be an artifact of the inclusion of the 40-coded respon-
dents in the eligible pool for conditional items. Data in Table 1 suggest,
however, that the drop in response rates is generally too large to be
accounted for by the inclusion of the 40-coded respondents. In addition,
their influence on the conditional items is offset to a degree by inclusion
Of the 20- and 60-coded respondents, who contribute to "usable" re-
sponse (excepting PARTIAL RESPONSE codes

6 5
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F54A and F54B-F56 (any job 10/72 and deta- _thout
why not or type of job, wages, hours).

Inspection of the response rates for these examples suggests,

not surprisingly, that respondents simply resist answering questions that

ask for a lot of detail.

Since much of the item non-response occurs within blocks,

our examination leads us to the quite conventional conclusion that item

non-response for the instrument as a whole would be reduced if fewer

detals were reque red and if unlikely events were excluded. In short,

a simpler and more generally "relevant" set of questions would reduc- the

problem of item non-response.

However, elimination of detail might -feat the purpose of

data collection. If details cannot be deleted and the purpose still me

may be useful to modify the ordering of requests for detail. The patterns

described above suggest that if unlikely options and/or "fine line" detail

were requested first in a sequence, item resp nse might be somewhat

enhanced.

It will not always be possible to follow that format. In some

cases, the biggest drop in response rates occurs between a routing item

and a set of conditional questions; there, the order certa nly cannot be

reversed. If, however, conditional items were to appear in a separate

"schedule," as .suggested above, some odif cation in the ordering of

the details might be possthle. For example, the longer ti e lapse

6 6
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between response to the routing item and completion of the details might

give the respondent a long enough pause to permit him to search his mem-

ory or his records for the requested information, without interrupting an

otherwise smooth task flo

Where non-response is based on a respondent's lack of infor-

mation, no formatting tricks are likely to affect non-response appreciably.

But a combination of easy-to-follow format reduction of vulnerability to

random oints of entry, addition of "don't kno " (or similar) options

among the precoded responses elimination of non- ess ential detail, and

exclusion of options that are likely to apply to very few respondents (

better use of "does not apply" as an option ) should serve to enhance item

(and possibly general) response.

We again emphasize that these suggestions are not to be im-

plemented without careful field tests. A field test of various alternatives,

using identical questions but varying the questionnaire format, should

indicate whether the suggestions will work to increase item response.

We re arked in the opening pages that changes in formatting

and response options might cause noncomparability between waves of the

survey. From a purist" standpoint, this w ll certainly be true. Fr m

a practical standpoint, some changes may be so minor as to cause little

Instructions might call for completion of detail schedules after com-
pletion of the basic form. By thus controlling the task flow, interrup-
tions might be "scheduled" remotely.
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concern, but others may be very influential.

We have suggested forrnat changes because we think futur

surveys will yield very little useful information without them. The co

bination of sample attrition and item non-response rates as high as many

in the first follow-up could so far reduce Lhe available data for some items

as to ake generalizations to the origir 1 population impossible.

lt may be necessary to choose between data with doubtful

comparability and no useful data. Given the resources already el;pended

on the NLS-FIS project, the wiser course seems to be acceptance of some

non-comparability. Future instruments must be designed not only to

remedy the problems we have discussed but also to minimize non-corn-

parability resulting from changes. Whether these objectives are compatible

can only be determined fro experience. Hence, our repeated emphasis

on field testing of any instrument nodifications.

Kind of information requested. Sources of non-response

identified above are all based on quantitative considerations--too many

questions in general, too many details, too few people Eo whom a response

opt on may apply, too few response options, and so forth.

We turn now to patterns which appear to be based on quali-

tative considerations, i.e. , items which seek information of certain

kinds which r ,pondents are unwilling or unable to provide.

in Table 2, ite s are grouped by usable response rate; the

content o o-:- response items differs fail _y syste: atically from that of
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the high-response items, which allows us to identify certain kinds of in-

formation qrat are especially likely to be omitted.

First among these is the familiar "money" item. Item non-

response tends to be high in any survey not conducted by personal nter-

view* when a request is made for information about incomes, expenditures,

savings, and the like. Presumably, this is grounded in part on a cultural

prohibition against divulging this kind of informat on and in part on ignor-

ance of details about personal or family finances. Since norms about the

propriety of disclosing financial information may vary among subcultures,

item non-response involv ng this k nd of infor ation is not easily prevented

by any one stratagem_

As a rule, respondents are móre likely to comply with requests

for information made personally by an interviewer. Consequently, it is

common (though not always effective ) survey practice to use telephone or

personal call-backs to obtain omitted financial infor ation when the cost

of doing so is justified by the expected benefits of the research We c

merited alio.re that RTI's list of "key items" for the manual edit excluded

certa n critical financial items for which non-response should have

triggered call-backs, and urged that they not be omitted in the future.

Resistance based_on taboos against financial discia, ure Lc

only one 7 of financial omissions Lack of inform n, or s

*And often in personal-interview surveys as Yell.
,6 9
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laz ness, is probably at least as important arid often more easily dealt

with. It is sometimes possible to lead re pondents, by small increments,

into full disclosure. This generally entails a series of very simply worded

questions about a long list of alternative sourc s addition, it helps

to ask for answers in terms of rather bro dly categorized response options

rather than asking for a spec tic number, unaccompanied by suggestions

The use of supplied, categorized response options will tend

to reduce accuracy for those respondents who know quite well, and are

willing to repo t, a ounts of money. Hence, it may be necessary to

choose between accurate esti ates frofli very few respondents and rough

estimates for a greater number of respondents - Since the accuracy of

financial detail is generally not high in survey studies,

ter to provide 'pegged'' response options arid accept th

curacies

is probably bet-

inherent Inac-

Depending on prior kn wledge, it is often possible to estab-

lish well-delimited options within a known range. For example, students

in the NLS might be supplied optio s iii the range 'zero" to "over $2,500"

with choices at $500 increments, and given an instruction phrased roughly

as: Mark the amount which comes closest to the amou f you cholar-
.

ship income during 197-. If you had no scholarship, mark 'does not apply . r

If your scholarship was less than $250 k zero; if it was more than

$2,750, mark 'over $2,500' ." Such detailed and simply-worded instruc-_

tions extend the space requirements of the item, but may increase usable
70
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response.

Supplied opt ons and detailed instructions may be expected to

aid recall and to relieve the respondent from the burden of giving an im-

possibly precise answer.. A "don't know' option should also be provided,

with instruction to use it only when there was income from the source but

the amount cannot be recalled well enough to use the ranges .

It might also be possible to increase im response by clus-
.

tering a l financial questions in one block. The advai tages of this approach

are that the respondent Can focus his attention on single type of informa

tion, can take time to collect rec rds, and can us e one item to aid his

memory on another. This last, however, may be an important disadvan-

tage, because interdependence among several items Inay transmit errors

throughout the entire block and because there may be erroneous transfer-

ence among the items (halo effect). An.other disadvantage is that a

respondent may omit all financial information when thus blocked, whereas

he might supply at least s me part when items are separated . Clearly,

such a scheme requires empirical field testing before being adopted for

tual data collection.

Non-response on financial items is doubtless the most serious

concern ecause the data are essential and potential remedies are few

and may introduce new distortions), but the second pro inent type of

The use of ?incomeTr in these passages is for illustration; the same
stratagem may be useful for other financial data.

71,
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information lost pr ents almost equal difficulties . In this ca_egory are

iterns which request infor_ _ation about the respondent s reasons fox doing---
or not doing something.

As we have said, w suspect part of the high item non-response

here either stems from respondents' use of o is sion to express "no"

(or, "does not apply") or is an artifact of the routingerror or other codes

applied. In part, as well, it may be that when questions appear redundant,

as discussed above for the case of F24 and F2913, respondents believe they

have already answered the question and see no need to repeat them.-Aves .

Response rates for "reasons" blocks are lower than 80 per

cent, and more typically lower than 60 per cent, for every such item we

examined, neither of which is true for all financial informati n. We doubt

that these low rates result wholly from the questionnaire design. As a

hyp thesis, e suggest instead that the explanation may lie partly iii the

fact that the sample consists of people leaving adolescence and enter ng

adulthood. This may be important because at that time personal autonomy

a strong motive and protecti n of newly-won or sought-after adult

rights is a major consideration. Acts and decisions may be made without

strong reasons other than the assertion of claims to adult status and,

once made, ust be defended against adult criticisms. Under such con-

ditions , requests for "reasons why you did X" might be viewed as a call

for justification, to which the emerging adult may respond negatively.

Fa- reasons" ite as for all others in the questionnaire,

7 2
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st be remembered that the wording of the items carries the load of

rapport" which in a personal interview, is carried by the interv iewer's

manner and expression. The questions must convince th- respondent that

the information is really necessary, egilain in v ry simple terms just

what to do for any conceivable respondent situation, and express recog-

nition that the respondent is doing the researcher a favor by taking time

to answer the item.

Wording (31 therefo rucial for a mailout

questionna' -e than it is when personal interviews are to be conducted.

The researcher must depend on "cold" written language to perform all

the persuasion and appreciation-givit ch are otherwise the

responsibility of an interv ewe accomE'1ih this , it may be neces-

sary to use longer, more emotive items than would be used with personal

interview . The need for such language may be especially great for the

NLS-HS sample, for reasons like those noted.

For "reasons" items, more deferential question wording

might enhance response. The pres ent item F24 ("Flere are some reasons

others have given for NOT continuing their formal education after leav

ing high school. Which of these reasons any, apply to your ) offers

a set of reasons acceptable to adults and demands thai the respondent

claim one of these as his owil. It might be h tter to put the question in

language suggest] g belief in the autonomy, uniqueness, arid privacy

rights of the resp ndent. 13e haps so ething like: "There are many

73
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possible reasons why a person does not continue formal education after

high school. Your reasons may be among those listed below. Please

circle YES for those that apply in your case, and circle NO for those

that definitely do not. If your reasons are n.ot listed circle NO for all

those listed, circle YES for "OTHER, and give a brief description of

your reasons in the space provided." While such wording makes the

item longer, it uses simple and deferential phrasing, gives an instru tion

for what to do in any case, and, by the inclusion of a free-response

choice, allows the respondent to maintain his belief in his own unique-

ness even though the chances are that he will choose one or more of the

listed reasons .

It may be that high non-response to ite s asking for reasons

chiefly reflects the post dolescent status of these respondents. If this

is correct, response rates on reasons" ftemn should rise over time,

simply as a function of the reJp., If-assurance and be-

lief in t e security of their adult status .

A third kind of information commonly omitted is that which

is not likely ..o be readily recalled by the respondent at the time he com-

pletes the questionna re. In Table 2, it can be seen that response rates

tend to be low for items seeking information about dme-remote events

(either past or futur ) details, or about other people or organizatIons

external to the personal experience of the respondent. Individuals in the

age group to which the survey is addre!-_-sed are typically in a p

7 4
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transition between roles and social statuses, a time hen concerns about

the present and about oneself may be most important. Under such circu

stances, requests for info ation about the past or future, about others,

and about details demand facta that may not be up front" in the respondent's

memory and which he may even think trivial. If such information is essen-

tial, members of this sampl- will probably have to be lead into respond-

ing by aids to recall and def- :ential encouragement .

Summary.

A critique drawn from hindsight is, of course ea ier to pro-

duce than a foolproof instrument designed before benefit of field experience

with the specific sample in use. Our comments are not intended to deni-

grate either the instrument or its designers , and we urge that they not be

so taken. Rather, we hope that the expe_ience ga.ned from the first

follow-Op can serve as a basis for improving item response in the future.

Our strongest recommendation is that future questionnaire

be designed with greater consideration for the intended "audience" and the

mode of data collection. The instrument must be mad- to do the guiding

and "rapport building" viork of an interviewer. The weakness of the

instrument for use with self-adminis _ration is well documented by RT s

comment about an al edit failures:

Approximately one-third of all mail-returned questionnaires
failed manual pre-machine edit and required telepho
up to some degree; less than 5 per cent of all questionnaires
resulting from indk-idual interviews by Bureau of Census per-
sonnel failed this edit. (Us s Manual, p. 21)
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It seems probable, given usable response rates ranging from

the low 70s to low 40s for various parts of items F46 and F47 (first year

school costs, fund sources, and amounts) that manual edit experience with

the mailed returns would have been still worse had these items been among

the "key" items.

Even with the manual edit and the tall-back pro edure, un-

ambiguous usable responses to item F23 (any postsecondary schooling or

training ) were a woefully small proportion (87.5 per cent) of the answers

to this critical item. One wonders about the adequacy of tel j_ hone follow-

ups which permit about 12 per tent "error-coded" responses to pe haps

the most important routing item in the entire questionna e. RTI says:

Questionnaires which failed the manual edit process, due to
having insufficient information on the "key" questions, were
examined carefully by telephone follow-up staff in prepara-
tion for a telephone interview with the respondent. Telephone
follow-up operators were trained . . . so that they would be
capable of coping with any- questionnaire-related questions a
respondent might bring up. (User's Manual, p. 21)

Evidently, either the questionnaire was so complicated that the trained

operators couldn't prevent 12 per cent rou ng-patt _n errors for item

F23 or else their level of perfor ance was quite low. Since the tele-

phone call-backs focused on rather few items, we think it is probably

the questionnaire's complexity (rather than the operator ' performance)

that accounts for the exp _rience with F23.

Our second urgent recommendation is revision of the = sponse

options and coding categories, to encourage use of "don't kn "not
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applicable" instead of item o- ission and to simplify data processing

and analysis. We have discussed this in such detail that no further. com-

ment is needed here.

Third, to cornliat routing-pattern errors, we have suggested

that the physical format of the q estionnaire be changed. We urge that

it be assumed respondents may answer questions in any order of their

choice and may not complete the questionnaire at one sitting. These

assumptions require that rout ng be made, as nearly as possible, inde-

pendent of item sequence. Our for atting suggestions rest on this re

quirernent.

Fourth, we have suggested that much of the information sought

may be deemed triv al by lie respondents, or be outside the scope of

their everyday memory. Ad-- o itions to "think carefutly" probably will

not suffice, especially in the context of a long and rather detailed question-

naire. They must be replaced or supplemented by language and format

which leads the respondent into the areas about which information is

desired and which perrr1its him to state that he just doesn't know, with

no implicit stigmatization for making that response.

In addition to these suggestions, we think there should be a

frank admission (in the general appeal prefacing the instrument) that the

information sought may seem trivial to the respondent but is nonetheless

mportant to policy makers. This should serve to prevent some item non-

response.

7 7
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Finally, we urge tha information be sought which is nor

in fact essential for Palicy-makilig purposes. We presume that all of the

items in the first follow-up qu0stionnaire were screened and justified on

such grounds. Nevertheless, in a period when general res stance to

survey research and to governrhent prying" are p o inent, extra pre-

caut ons must be taken to assure that no unessential questions are asked.

7 8
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ASSIGNMENT OF DATA TO ADJUST FOR ITEM NON-RESPONSE:

ISSUES, METHODS, AND EXPERIMENTATION

Introduction.

Our review of several approaches to assign ng data as a means

of compensating for item non-response reveals I ttle consistency of prac-

tice and a paucity of information pertaining to the matter. A search of

listings in a key Census publication yielded ric, rticles relevant to our

present discussion. Both the inconsistency of practice and the dearth

of literature suggest that the problem has not been given the methodological

attention it deserves.**

The discussion following covers a wide range of topics. We

begin with so-- e g -neral concerns about the w. sdom of making data assign-

ments, continue with critiques of seve--al appr aches to the problem of

item non-response, and end with a discussion of methodological matters,

including a suggestion for isolating appropriate values which might be used

when assignment is essential.

We argue below that data assign -ent is to be preferred over

Bureau of the Census, Indexes to Survey Methodology literature,
Technical Paper No. 34. Wasffington: GPO-, 1974.- Certain-reeent
articles on the "hot deck" and other procedures were brought to our
attention, but we have excluded the methods they discuss for reasons
stated in the main text.

Blau and Duncan (1967), summarized below, provide an excellent dis-
cussion of influences of item non-response on correlations between
one pair of variables.
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de eting respondents with missing data because it allo s the analyst to

keep the sample representative. To the argument that assigned values

should not be used for longitudinal analyses, we reply that a carefully

chosen assigned value is better than none at all if the item non-response

is high.

We offer two major reco mendations. First, we suggest

NCES undertake a series of empirical investigations aimed at assessing

the effects of various methods of data assignment upon fundamental

characteristics of the data, such as the shape of distributions, variabil-

ity, measures of central tendency, measures of change, and measures

of intertemporal correlation. Unless such investigations are conducted,

the effects of any method can only be assessed speculatively. We think

the long-range utility of the NLS-HS data base justifies the time and ex-

pense of such investigations.

Second, we suggest that NCES use the information from such

studies as the basis for establishing its own policies for in-house analys s,

and for preparing a manual on data assignment to be circulated among

prospective users of the NLS-HS data. it seems to us that the best way

to please all prosp -ctive analysts is the publication of a manual, to be

used by the analyst in making his own decisions about data assignment.

NCES should also consider the merits of including assigned

data in the parallel analysis tape suggested in the previous sections of

this paper. We think that prospective users might be given an option
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bet een data files with and without assigned data.

an overview.

There are two issues which must be resolved: (1) whether

to attempt assigning values and (2) how such values may be assigned.

The decision as to whether imputations should be made is not -ntirety

a technical matter, and probably should be left to each research user

of the NLS-H9 data, who can consider his own research objectives and

the consequences of data assign ent for them.

The chief advantage of missing-value assignment is that it

helps maintain the size of the data base available for analysis and the

representativeness of the sample. The chief disadvantage is that the

enhanced data base may lull the unwary into feeling that the data are

more complete or precise than in fact they are and, therefore, placing

too much confidence in the results of analysis. In general, where static

description of a populr - goal judicious assignment of missing

values may improve estimates of distributions. Assignments may be-

come dangerous, however, w!ten the objective is eimation of sequential

or causal connections between events or state (e.g., analysis of dynamic

pr cesses).

The most common approach to s ing-data adjust -ent in-

volves assigning Some category (or, more accurately, subcategory)

mean or median value to an individual missing case.* The haz- -d

Of those examples we review below, only the approach taken by the
Bureau of the Census departs from this practice; there the objective
is to. duplicate a known distribution rather than to establish a data
base for examining "causal" relationships. 8 1
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involved in assign ng subgroup means or medians to individual cases,

for longitudinal an, lysis, is that such a practice will certainly reduce

variability within any subgroup of cases containing assig ed values and

is likely to reduce correlations of sequenced events states

A more subtle problem involves compounding of assignments:

an assigned value might become part of the basis for assig -ing another

value to an individual. In the event that analyses involve examining rela-

tionships between two variables, one could end by relating a variable to

if (i.e., to a composite heavily loaded on the original assigned value

Such a feat would, clearly, exaggerate estimated relationships in propor-

tion to th number of dual-assignment cases* included in the analysis

and the extent to which the first assigned value dete mines the second.

On the other hand, failure to assign missing values may also

distort analysis . If item non-response is systematic, both descriptions

of the population and estimates of correlation may be misleading. For

example, suppose that people with high lev Is of educa nal attainme

but relative low incomes, omit their inco perhaps to 'save face"

Suppose further that people with little education, but relatively high in-

comes (e.g., from illegal sources), likewise omit their incomes. Given

such a systematic pattern of item non-response, the correlation b tween

That is, the number of cases for which "both" variables carry assigned
values. 8 2





educatior tInd 0311-Y2 would be artificially inflated if no estimates of in-

come wer.- d. Assignment of missing values under such circum-

stances would not guarantee accurate estimates of the degree of associa-

tion betweea variables; some assignment techniques described below,

however, may help avoid the problem of exaggerated correlation.

Since distort.ion can occur with or without assignment of Miss

ing values, no general statel,._at about the wisdom of assignment can be

made. The matter must be left to each researcher, who will take

responsibility for safeguarding his analyses from the particular kinds

of distortion least acceptable within the framework of his pr _blem.

For these reasons, we recommend that NCES not attempt to

provide only tapes with data augmented by assignment of missing values.

NCES might, however, choose to offer two versions of NLS data tapes, one

without assignments, one with assignments appropriately coded as such,

i.e., the parallel analysis tape discussed previously. A better approach

to the problem is for NCES to provide data. users with a technical man al

containing detailed discussions of various possible -fixes" for item non-

response. The manual should include instructions for carrying out those

procedures deemed most suitable for different uses of the data base and/cr

citations of sources for such detailed instructions.

In its own analyses, of course, NCES may wish to adopt

some standard policy on assignment of missing values, so that comparabil-

ity among its various studies will be maintained (and to forestall erratic

83-
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treatment of the problem which might result from personnel turnover

within NCES). NCES staff analysts or their contractors should be free

to decide whether or not assignments should be made in the context of

their particular studie but pr- ledures for making assignments should

be standardized. It may not al .ays make sense to assign values for miss-

ing cases but, if it does, the procedu should be uniform from study to

study. Our sec:- d recom _endation is that analysts working with the

NLS-HS data und.er NCES auspices should be given discretion with regard

to whether or not data are to be assigned, but little disc:etion as to how

assign_ -ents are to be made.

Both of the foregoing recor indations assume the existence

of knowledge about the effects of various methods of assignment upon the

results of analyses p rformed with the NLS-HS data. Since it is not

clear that adequate knowledge presently exists, our third recommenda-

tion is that NCES undertake empirical studies aimed at examining the

consequf2n- es of applying any assignment procedure to the NLS-FIS data.

Any decisions about standardization of NCES procedures, or any recom-

mendations included in a data users' manual, should be based on rather

extensive experimentation with the data base itself, .__nce either kind o

judg ent is likely to--and should be intended to--stand for some relatively

long per od. Decisions based on theory alone or on experience with

Perhaps a set of limited options could be provided, permitting some
discretion as to choice of method.

8 4



assignment pro edures used on other data bases may prove inadequatc

for NCES's in-house standardization or for a users man al.

Assignment practices: review aid critique.

The following discussion focus s on general )aches to

the problem of-item non-response.

Pr cedure. Our discussions of assignment procedures are

limited to general des ,iptions, sufficient to provide a basis for c 'der-

ing possible consequences of each approach; deta ls are available from

the sources cited. The discussion focuses on longitudinal, rather than

cross-sectional, analyses of the data because the primary purpose of ihe

surveys of 1972 high school seniors is longitudinal analysis. We are

more concerned, for example, with the effects of data assignment on

co- -elation of individual values over ti_ e than on associations ong

r-)ries of respondents .*

The discussion is I rl on an exa '-iation of approaches

used in several large-scale surve s, all L one sponsored by the federal

government and all involving samples intended to represent major seg-

ments of the U.S. population. Four of the surveys employ panel designs;

thr e of these are ambitious efforts to follow panel members for several

years. The analysts whose approaches are discussed have, in the _am,

The longitudinal orientation does not, of course, exclude concern for
the effects Of assignment upon distributions. Trend analyses as well
as panel analyses may be considered 'ongitudinal by some method-
ologists, and it is not our intention to preclude such a definition.

R



held concern1 about data assignment. like those faced by proscc ive

analysts of the NLS- sur eys.

Needless to say, the studies discussed employed machine

processing* of large volumes of data, and most have engaged the efforts

of many analysts. it may be supposed that the approaches used were

based on well-infor ed judgi ents, made by many qualified professionals,

about the relative merits of availab e treatments.

While the number of surveys discuss,2d is small, those ex-

amined represent major effort-- with a degree of co plexity comparable

to the NLS-HS y(s), and may, therefore, be considered a reasonable

judgmental sample of such surveys. This

SCOPE, Project TALENT, the Educational

sample" includes Project

portunity Survey (Coleman

Report a d subsequent Office of Education analyses), the OEO-urthrersity

of Michigan Panel Study of Income Dynamics, the DOL-Ohio State Univer-

sity National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Experience, and t;ie

1970 U.S. Census of Population.

Varying approaches. Our examination of these survey studies

shows that no single approach has been accepted for general application.

The analysts of Project TALENT, the Coleman Report, and the DOL-

OSLI labor market surveys make no assign _ents (some give reasons,

An important qualification because machine processing is involved
in subsequent considerations of Advantages and disadvantages of the
various methods. Special coding may be required in some instances
to forestall certain "errors" which can arise in machine processing.
On the ither hand, some methods are feasible options only with
access to appropriate computer programs.

8 6
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others appear to ignore the ma er), while analysts r Project SCOPE,

the OEO-UOM income dynamics study, the OE analysts of the EOS survey,

and the Census statisticians each use a different method of assignment.

Excepting the Census, which uses the "hot deck" (a random match) pro-

cedure, adjustments are always made by some variation of assigning a

mean (or median) value. The variations lie in what mean is assigned

and/or how the subcategory whose mean is to be assigned is chosen.

Project TALENT.

Sources: (1) The Project TALENT Data Bank: A Handbook (J. G.

Claudy, ed.); Palo Alto, Calif.: American Insticutes

for Research, 1972

(2) Flanagan, J. C., M. F. Shaycroft, j. M. Richards,

Jr., and J. G. Claudy Five Years After High School;

Palo Alto, Calif.: Americaa Institutes for Research

and the University of Pittsburgh, 1971

The TALENT staff seems have ignored the problem of item

non-response though this is something of an exaggeration. The handbook

(1) makes a brief mention of the problem:

A potential problem with any Data Bank study is that of miss-
ing data. A great deal of information was collected cm each
participant in 1960 and virtually every case is missing a few
data items. In correlation and related tyloes of analyses these
missing data can seriously affect the results. There are
several ways that researchers can handle this problem: (1)
completely eliminate from the study any case with missing
data on the variable of interest; (2) base the individual sum-
mary statistics on all cases for whom the variables of

8 7
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intererz are available e.g.., use a missing data correla-
tion program); (3) substitute the sample or population mean,
median or scime other value for the missing value. The
researcher also has the option, of course, of specifying
some other procedure. (1:21)

For thLir own work, the TALENT staff appear:, to depend

chiefly on the deletion of missing-data cases. Discussing the computation

of the "Socioeconomic index" (a key control variable drawn from nine

Student Infor ,ation Blank items ), the handbook says:

Items to which a student gave a non-applicable response were
not included in the computation of his . . . socioeconomic
index . . . Each student's response to each of these /3I137
items (excluding those items which he omitted or to wiiicT
he gave a "not applicable" response) were converted .

to standard scores ANThich were subsequently/used to com-
pute his /1"ocioeconomic inde-- score . . U:46-49 passim.)

Clearly, no assignments were made for missing data in the cc, :puta ion

of this rritical control variable.

In the research rep- ts pres-nted in 2 there appear

two distinctive approaches:

a. For descriptive studies, tabulations include a residual

category containing all non-specific cases -don't know plus item

non-response);

b. For studies of correlation, the data base is simply the

cases for which appropriate data are available.

Tabulations including percentages) are generally based on data weighted

to represent the 1960 high school populati

tend to use unweighted data, unadjusted for

8 8

Co_ -elational analyses

non-response. These
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practices follow the dictum given by lhaycroft and Richards:

. . assignment of appropriate weights is a crucial step
in data analyses the results of which are supposed to be
accurate estimates of numbers of cases or percentages of
cases in specified categories in the corresponding segment
of the national population . . For many other kinds of
analyses, where what is sought is relational data, and the
answers to questions about relatiorTsWg-FEween various
variables, weighting cases differentially is of far less
importance and in some cases probably quite undesirable.
Correlation matrices are an example of kLnds of data
analysis in which the use of unweighted data is generally
quite satisfactory. (2:145)*

Most of the correlational studies reported in (2) drop missing

cases from the data base, in accord with the advice g ven by Shaycroft

and Richards and the second option noted in the handbook (1).

We question both the advice and the practice First, we know

of no statistical reasons why weighted data should net be employed in

correlational analyses. Second, it should be recognized that dropping

missing data cases in effect weights the data, because some members of

the sample are "assigned" a weig, ero. Thus, TALENT analysts

**

The page nun-dxring system used in (2) opens the possibility of con-
fusion in citations. Pages are numbered with a digit for ithe chapter
followed by a dash and one or more digits for the page within that
chapter. This quotation is, then, to be found on the fifteenth page of
chapter one.

That it can be is indicated by Nie et al., who have included a weighted
data correlation subroutine in theMatistical Package for the Social
Sciences, and by use of weighted data in the regressions run for the
Coleman Report (Coleman et al., 1966:571). They may object on
gruunds like ours (lack of independence) or because they fear errone-
ous attribution of statistical signElLance to correlatlon coefficients,
which might result from inflated sample size.

8 9



have used weighted data even while objecting to the practic-

Where it may possible to do so, it would seem preferable

to weight the available cases to compensate for both general and item non-

response. To do so would permit the analyst, rather than the non-respon-

dents, to control the representativeness of the sample from which correlation

estimates are derived.

Whether or not it is feasible to use weighting to compensate

for item non- esponse in-, a separate matter. In the MOSt common instance,

a substantial amount of missing data comes from people who omit ans ors

for only a fw of several variables to b- related. This alone would impi

a complex effort to assign weights. In addition, the common case implies

that any one individual will have answered at least one of the items. Thi;

makes weighting nearly impossible, because voriabi s foi each individual

are not independent. Weights assigned to compensat_ for mit

on one var able would result in mis-weighting other variaLles

response is present. When every missing-data c- e lacks responses on

each variable under q.tudy, weighting might be acceptable, but we think

this is a rare instance. Even in such instances, the amount of effort re-

quired to deter ine an appropriate weight would probably prove prohibitive.

The whole point of adjusting data for any kind of non-response

is to improve the representativeness of a sample, hence the accuracy of

population esti ates. Faced with varying rates of item non-response, an

analyst must decide whether some adjustment he can make will eliminate

90,



systematic biases tha

84

from iri reouse. f weighting introduces

systematic biases, it may be a

estimates, f or corre,tion coefficiert,9 Qr other sumz narv'i' eures as

the on-respcnse for which it is intended çensate.

The rALENT analysts appear to overlook the self-weighting

which results from item non-response. Their only suggested method for

adjusting data assigning the population or sample mean) would result in

very crude esti ates indeed, and would tend to reduce most correlat ons.

Hence, they prefer to calculate correlations with uunweightedlv and un-

assigned data. For the reasons we have outlined, and because there are
now ways of assigning much more refined values, we find the TALENT

approach to item non-response not a suitable model for the NLS-HS sur-

ion in population

ve5

Edicational Opoortunfty Survey Cole an Report.

Source: James S. Coleman, et al. , Equality of Educational por-_ _

tunity. Washington, D. C.: (DFIEW-OE) National Center

for Educational Statistics, 1966

The Coleman Report approach to item non-response is given by a single

statement "bur ed" iit the technical appendix:

Their policy of showing item non-response as a separate category in
tables is a point in their favor. Unfortunately, they have mingled
"don't know" and other residual categories with actual non-response,
thereby losing the analytical value of "don't know." Summary meas-ures for such a category will be largely meaningless.

9 1
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The estimated totals, averages, and proportions reported
in section 2, of the report have been developed by the use
of a ratio estimation procedure. This procedure was car-
ried out for each of tht; five racial composition groups in
each of the primary- sampling units. These weighted area
statistics were theu combined so as to produce the desired
regional and national estimates . . No allocations or im-
putations were ma .it for item non-response. Averages
were cafculated onlyEiiThe sct-----i-EsNI"TM-e-4onded on the
item. Proportions were calculated on all schools, with
the proportion not responding calculated as a separate
category. (Coleman, et al., 1966:558; emphasis added.)

So far as we are able to determine, the underscored statement stands

without accompanying justification as the sole comment on treatment of

'tem non-response. Although some attention is given to the problem o_

respondent reporting error pp. 568-70), there is no comparable-state-

ment on item non response, hence we must presume no special effort

s made to assess potent al biases from that quarter.

The technical discussion of the methods for the regression

analyses states only that a pcWrwise-deletion procedure was, used in cal-

culation of correlation matrices:

Missing data was rsic7 treated as follows: correlations
were calculated byuse of each case for which both variables
in the correlation were present. Thus, a case ;vitt a mis -
ing observation was deleted only for those correladons in
which this variable was involved. (Colemau, 1966:571-72)

For constructed variabl (ind,xes ) used in the regressions,

each item employed in the inde:v: was standardized with mean equal to

zero. Within this sche a, item non-responses were ass,31- -d zero,

which, as the authors note (p. 572), is equivalent to assigning thr

9 2
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population mean before standardization.

It is worthy of note that the Coleman Report obviou,ly has

no fixed policy for treatment of miss ng data. For descriptive work, no

assignments are made and the non-response is treated (or so we are

told) as a separate residual category, which is included in the bases

percentage calculation. For correlational analyses, however, two fl

approaches are taken: pairwise deletion in the case of simple variables

included in zer -o -der correlation matric ,A assign -ent of the popu-

lation mean to variables upon which corist. 1 I indexes are based.

There is no way of assessing short of extensive reanalysis

of the ra data, how this i-ather casual treatment of item non-response

may have affected the interpretation of nui-_ ical results, but one may

assume that there was some effect. The total number of assignments is

likely to rise when an index constructed from many variables is employed

because it is likely that different people will omit g en items, causing

the number of cases ith at least one assignment to rise as the number

of variables in the index increases. Consequently, when an indexed var

able is correlated with a single variable, assignment of values for item

non-respondents is likely to influence the relationship more than it would

when two simple variables are correlated. If there were any substantial

number of miss .ng-data cases included in the indexed variables, correla-

tions b-tween those variables and simple variables hav ng complete data
9 3
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would probably be reduced.*

Given these considerations, and the heavk upendence of the

Coleman Report on correlational analyses, it would seem that some more

co77istent policy for treatment of missing data should have been follc,wci..

It t,hould be clear that a policy for treatment of item non- esponse must

de .,-!A before analysis begins and : ust take account of r plan for

analysis. The Coleman Report fails on the last criterion,

National Longitudinal Survey of Labor Market Experience.

Sources: (1) Parnes, H. S., R. C. MMus, R. S. Spitz and Ass-i-

ates; Car er Thresholds; A Longituninai Study of the

Educational ann Labor Markel: Experience of Male

Youth, Manpower Research Monograph No. 16 (three

volumes). Washington: U.S. Departm nt of Labor,

1970, 1971

(2) Shea, j. R., R. D. Roderick, F. A. Zeller, A. I.

Kohen and Associates; Years for DeciSion: A Longi-

tudinal Study of the Friucat onal and Labor Market

Experience of Young Women Vol I -i.power Re-

search Monog aph No. 24. Washington: U.S.

Unless, of course, variables with assigne
on th dex value--hardly a likely event.

values exert no influence

In fairness, it must be said that the Coleman Report was a very ambi-
tious project.carried out under seVere time constraints imposed by the
U.S. Congress. Only the most pressing analytiral pro;:erns could be
given close attention, and item non-response may well 'Aave been the
least of the problems faced by the analysts.

9 4
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Department of Labor, 1971

The National Longitudinal Surveys Handbook. Columbus,

Ohio: Center for Human Resource Research, The Ohio

State University, October 1975.

The same general statement regai:ding assignment of missing data appears

in each volume of source (1) and, in modified form, in sources (2) and

(3). It may be presumed that the same approach has been taken consistently.

The Ohio State group follows a more consistent policy than either the

TALENT group or the Coleman Report, in that item non-:- esponse is

apparently deleted throughout:

In calculating percentage distributions, cases for tl)nich no
information was obtained arc excluded from the id. This
amounts to assuming that those who did not resp :. sl to a par-
ticular question do nol' differ in any relevant res:-,ct from
those who did--a reasonably safe assumption for most vari-
abje5 especially when the number of no respons is small.
(1 . 1:3-4)

the (ques onnaire) edits included an allocation rou-
tine v. it was dependent on aveiages or random information
from .r !i-cts, since such allocated data could not
be expec d to bc consistent with data from subsequent sur-
veys. However, where the answer to a question was obvious
from others in the questionnaire, the missing answer was
entered on the tape.
. w

Further, '_'Jme of the status codes which depend on the an-
swers to a number of different items, were completed using
only partial information. The most obvious example is the
current employment status of the respondent . . . This is
determined by the answers to a number of related questions.
However, if one or more of these questions is not completed
but the majority are filled and consistent, the status is de-
termined on the basis of the available responses. This gives
rise to an artificially low count of "NA's" for certain items.
(1, vol.1:211-12) 9 5
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The justification for non-allocation is a reasonable but weak

one. Its weakne-- lies in thf implicit assumption that "no data' will be

more consistent ith data from subseque-- _ surveys than would an assigned

value, an assumption which we think untenable except for those :ases in

which the respondent consistently fails to respond to an item. (Indeed,

there is any substantial number of ch- nic item non-respondents, an

analyst should become susp__cious about systematic bias in the data and

examine their records quite closely, rather thart ';rt-tply deleting then--

from th- data base.) Whe item is not chronic,

it seems likely that a properly assigned Value will have more research

utility, because it preserves the base for sequential data, than a retained

=non-response. Some method- of deter 4 ing what values are to be

assigned provid- rathet refined esti_ ate so th- t the degree of error

in repeated-measures correlations can be rather small.

That portion of the justification given for deleting small num-

bers" of item non-- esponse from percentage bases is acceptable. If the

proportion of ite t non-respondents is quite small, it will matter Httle

how far their true state 'f affairs departs from that of the respondents,

since the ary star tics (with s exceptions) cart be little affected

by small proportions,

But Mayeske (1972 ) has demonstrated that it

the equivalence of respondents and 4spono-mts for some kin ta.

Consider variables for which the possible empirical range is very great

:7 Vrile

9 6
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and the item non-respondents a drawn systematically from the tails of

the distribution. In such a case, 1- cans and variances might be markedly

altered by omission of the item non -respondents.

Such effects would be trivial in most cases, although one

might be conceri -d if, say, all item non-respondents, constituting (e.g. )

4 per cent of the cases, happened to make up an extreme class, such as

the class of all families with annual inc mes above $50 000 or o f persons

with postgraduate degrees. Deleting item fton- respondenti in such a case

would yield a percentage distribution in which those classes would be

empty. It may be that such an unusual form of syste _atic bias never

occurs, but the fact that it could occur should make a researcher wary

of adopting a policy on grounds like those put .orward by the Ohio State

group.

The TALENT group's approach, even though imperfect be-

cause item non-respondents are mingled with other unspecific resp nses,

s preferable: include non-response in the percentage base, and report

it as a separate category. . This at least giv-es the research consumer

some idea of the possthle kinds or degree of er or which may exist in the

reported distributions, and gives him the opportunity to recalculate a

distribution using only completed cases.

Non-assignment: a suriirnation. The three examples just

critiqued suggest that justifications for abstaining from assigning values

to missing cases tend to be absent or weak. When a res archer has only
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the cl-udest of methods for determining v alues , or when item nonresponse

is quite low, he might be better off not to assign. But even in the case of

eualy505 based on comparison of individual scores over time, the fact

that Qorrelatioas may be affected by assigned values seems less a prob-

lem than the alternative fact , that without assignments there can be no

cases where either of the correlated values are missing. With or

without assIgnment, estimates of population relationships may be biased,

put the reearcher who assigns values according to some well-grounded

scheme otands a b tter chance of avoiding serIous bias than his colleague

who llovi the non-respondents to determine what portion of the population

goes unrepresented. It would seem to be a rather exceptional case, then,

in v1-11 h o ass gnment of missing values should be made.

The strongest justification for nonasi grunent would seem to

wheo comparisons are to be made among irreducibly small subsets

of a large data base, i. e., those subsets for which no internal differentia-

tion can be made and whose means or medians would therefore, serve

as tte as5igmed values for all miss lag cases within the subset. In such

an instanCc, little would be gained by adding to the number of cases and

one would lose v 'ability which could be essential to the analysis. Even

in slach cases there might be practical reasons, such as maintain ng equal

cell trequencies for ANOVA, why the researcher would prefer to lose

some variability rather than revise his analysis plan or face major diffi-

oultles in the processing interpretati of data.

9,8
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-_asons for preferring assignment in

the realm of the res a cher's control over the representativeness of his

data. Abdication of control over sample rep. entativeriess, which is

mplicit when no assignments ere made, seems hardly desirable a

research stratagem when there are wo -kable alternatives. In the follow-

ing section we con ider fotir cases where some form of ass gnrnent

used.

1970 Census.

Source: LJ. S. Bureau of the Census; Census of Population:_

1970; Vol. I, Characteristics of the Population.

Part 1, United States Summary Section 2. Washing-

ton: Government Printing Office, 1973 (Appendix C,

pp. App. 67-69)

The de -nnial census is intended to provide cross-sectional, descriptive

data. In this respect, it differs from the others under consideration and

from the proposed uses of the 111-S-FIS survey. For present pi rposes ,

however, the Census must be considered since its approach to dealing

with item non -respons e is a standard that may be presumed grounded on

veil- conceived and well-executed policy. . This presumption, of course,

does not imply that the Census technique is necessarily applicable to other

data bases . As it happens, h vever, the Census approach corresponds

in iniportant respects with the approach taken by the University of Michi-

gan Institute for Social Res a ch, which we consider next.
9 9



Census allocates missing data iii two ways, only the second

of which concerns us here: (I) by substitution of a complete r cord o

one household for that of another dwelling unit which is determined io be

occupied but from which no response vas forthcoming, and (2) by using

a "hot deck" (random match) as the soarce of a value for missing data in

item non-response.

The Census version of this random matching procedure is

possible only with special comput r programs that ea se seLected corn-

plete records to be temporarily stored in memory. Each such stored

record is replaced by the next-appearing record that matches it on selected

characte istics so that the particular record ill storage at any point in

time is a funct on of the order in which data are processed. If the order

is random, the record in storage at any moment is to all intents randomly

chosen from the population of all records having a prescrthed combination

of characteristics

The combination of matching characteris ics depends upon

what item of infor ation is invo1vd as the dependent variable. in the

case of income (for example) characteristics such as sex, race, age,

geographic location, education, occupation, and the like might be conside ed

relevant variables , and records representing all possible combinations

The first technique applies to general, rather than item, non- response
and: is therefore outside the scope of this commentary.

However, the basic "hot deck" approach, involving random selection
of a value, might conceivably be used by

100

ost any researcher.
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of coded values would be held ternpora- ly ill memory. These -ference

records , as we shall call them, are records containing values for the

variable of interest (e. g., income ). At any given moment, then, the

computer will have on file a record containing all info _11 tion needed

n use) to assign a value for income.

When a record missing a dependent-variable value appears ,

ched sely as possible) with one of the ence records,

and the value for the "reference record" is assigned to the r issing data

case. in the ongoing example, a record lacking income data would be

matched with a reference record on the basis of the predictive character

jan05, and the income contained in the reference record w uld be assigned

as the income of the item non-respondent The item non-resp ndent's

revised record then replaces the initial "reference record, and itself

is stored in memory- until the appearance of another comple e record with

the appropriate combination of -match" variable values.

The end result of the "hot deck' procedure, appli d to a very

large data pool, is that the mean and distrilution for the assigned cases

within any characteristic -defined subset will approxi ate that for the

known-data subset to which it has been matched. This follows fr m the

fact that the assigned values are in effect randomly s lected from within

Needless to say, for dependent variables other than income, there
would likewise be sets of "reference records" with complete data on
the dependent and the "match- variables.



the range of the known cases for a subset of the population, *

This approach clearly differs from the more common method

of assigning a known-subset ean to all ite non-respondents, ince the

latter eliminates all va. 'ability among the assigned cases although, of

course, it too yields the known-subset mean as the mean of all assi ne

cases .

o be emphasized that the Census approach is designed

for p rposes of cross-sectional description and to offset consistent biases

in item non-r sponse. Thus, if the poorly educated portion of the popu-

lation tends to omit (in our example) income information, the "hot deck"

procedure compensates for this tendency. It yields improved estimates

of the proportions of the population with lower incomes, because it tak s

advantage of kuown. correlations between income and "match- variables

such as sex, race education and the like.

It should be clear that the Census approach would not be sui

able for panel studies, because of the random nature of values assigned

to individual miss g- ata cases. Were it used with panels, repeated

measures correlations could be affected quite markedly, for the degr e

of error in the assignment of any one case is likely to be large. (Even

though the aggregate error involved is no more likely to be large than is

The "reference records" may be regarded as having been weighted
by a factor of 2, since their criterion values are entered twice into
the data pool.



the case when subset means are assigned. )

It is entirely possible that, in our example, an item non-

respondent whose actual income is in the top five per cent of the subset

dmtribution will be assigned a value from the bottom five per cent, intro-

ducing a large error for that rec rd. Though the incidence of such extre

errors would not be large it may be supposed that 68 per cent of the

assigned cases could have values departing from their true value by one

to two, and the other 32 per cent could have val es erring by three to four,

standard deviations. The consequences of such potentially great errors

for dynamic analyses are apparent. As stated in Parnes, et al. (1971),

. such allocated data could not be expected re be consistent with _ ata

from subsequent survey It is this consideration which rules out direct

applicatio -., of the hot deck'' method for panel studies .

Panel Study of Income Dynamics.

Sources: (1) Finlayson, S. (ed. ) A Panel Study of Income Dynamics:

Study D s igli, Procedures, Available Data 1968-1972

n:Years (Waves V ) Vol I. Ann Arbor:

University of Michigan, Institute for Social Research,

1972. (pp . 273-321)

(2 ) Morgan, J . N K. Dickinson, J. Dickinson, j. Benus,

and G. Duncan; Five Thousand American Families--

Patterns of Econom c Progress . Vol. 1 An Analysis

of the FLrst Five Years of the Panel Study of Income
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Dynamics Ana Arb ty of Mic igan, Institute

for So ial Reseal- -A 1974.

Of all the studies examined, the m st extensive disc 'sion of iter on-

response, and wc think the most sophisticated appr ach, is given in the

above study. The ISR employed a staged approach to data assignment,

running from judgments based o-n other information supplied by the irern

non-respondent* to assignments fr m tables calculated by a statistical

algor.thm called AID (automati t -n detector). Assignments were

assessed and coded in "min( r" and "major" categories, according to the

degree of probable error: minor assignments were those for which prob-

able error was under $300 or less than 10 per cent of the value of the

variable, and major assignments were those for hich error was at least

$300 or 10 per cent of the value of die variable.

The use of the AID procedure is the most interesting aspect

of the assignment procedure. As described in Morgan et al. (1974:359-

62), " the AID procedure resembles the Census approach in that it uses

a set of predictor variables which describe some subset of the sample of

known responses, whose characteristics can be employed to determine

a criterion value for assignment to missing cases .

Editing assig-nments were, like those described by Parries et al. (1971),
made on the basis of examining other responses in the interview proto-
col or by reference to information supplied in earlier interviews .

** A more complete description is provided in Sonquist et al . (1973) and

a description of the related THAID appears in Morgan aTia Messenger
(1973). 104



The AID procedure diff PC andy from the Census "hot

deck" procedure in three respects. First, whereas the Census employs

a fixed set of predictor variables for any one c iterion, the AID program

may yield differing sets for every value of the first (most Important)

predictor, and like for each subsequent predictor. Thus,. the AID,

by taking advantage of interaction among the predictors, is capable of

producing a very refined subset structure for use in mat hing" item non-

respondents . Second, whereas the selection of predictors employed by

the Census is based upon externally known correlations, the AID proce-,
dure searches and substructs the given data set to locate those subsets

of characteristics which predict best for the body of data under immediate

consideration. Third, whereas the Census procedure assigns randomly

matched individual values of the criterion variable, the AID procedur

yields subset means which may then be assIgned to missing data cases.

An example of the output of the AID procedure is shown in Figure 3, as

it appears in Morgan et al. (1974:48).

The meaning of the variables in the example need not c ncern

us here. The focus of interest Is the variation in predictors at the third

and fou th levels of the chart (race vs . ability test scores at level 3, four

different variables at level 4) and the marked variation in criterion means

for every contrasted value* of a given variable.

Continuous values are bracketed into a small number (5-10) of cate-
gories. The AID program examines all possible dichotomous splits
for each independent variable ,
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Average Annual Change in Income/Needs as Per Cent of Five Year Average

(for all families with a different head in 1972 from 1968)

All Familie with a Different Head

Since 1968

(24% of all 1972 Families)

Not Married Now

-a 30

Nonwhite

7,44

3.65

Single or

Widowed

Now

-3.98

Divorced

or

Separated

ig . xamp e o output,

Source: Morgan et al, (197448)

1 24 Years

Old

12

Married Now

8,70

High Test Scores

( 11 13 )

Low rest Scores

( 0 10 )

11, )9

row Index

Motivation

ment

of

Achieve-

1 9

High index

of

A chiev -

111011t

Motivation

In 1968

Family,

Youngest

Child Aged

5 or Older

8,1 8.0

In 1968

Family

No Children

or Youngest

Aged Under

5

14,3

10
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It is evident that assignment n score- missing data

would be much more pre-Ise with breakouts produced by the AID program

than with more ordinary approaches which use a fixed set of descriptor-

n Figure 3, the breakouts shown are those which best differentiate the

sample, to acco nt for the greatest p rtion of variability in the criterion

score. Th procedure informs the analyst what variables (from a set of

selected candidates) to "match" on and what criterion mean to assign for

item non-respondents with given combinaLions of characteristi-s.

The ISR assignment method is a variant on the standard pro-

cedure of assigning subset means. Its particular suitability, as a possib e

treatment of the NLS-HS data base lies in the use of the AID program to

help specify what_ means to assign.

Like most other routinized (especially, machine-performed)

procedures, the ISR approach has certain intrinsic problems. Reliance

on the AID to produce subset means would require great care to assure

that assignments are not unintentionally compounded. (An analyst might

choose to allow compounding, however.) The program does not auto-

mat cally discriminate between assigned and actual item values. It is

conceivable that rout ne use of all cases for hich a value is available

might result in AID analyses based on a large proportion of assigned

values. In that case, its power would be vitiated at best or, at worst,

its outputs might be unreliable. Some protection against compounding

assignments is needed, which (we presume ) is one reason for special

108
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"flagged" coding of assigned values in the iSR approach. Clearly, the

problem of compounding by routine machine processing can be forestalled

by appropriate coding and programming. But NCES would have to warn

prospect ve users of the approach that some such pr tection is needed,

and m ght well suggest appropriate safeguards.

Edu atonal Opportunity Survey Office of Education.

Source: Mayeske, G. W. , C. E. Wisler, A. E. Beaton, Jr. , F . D.

Weinfeld, W. M. Cohen, T. Okada, j. M. Proshek, and

K. A. Tabler; A Study of Our Nation's Schools Washington:

DHEW - Office of Education, 1972.

The Mayeske group's analysis of data from the survey which generated

the Coleman Rep rt (see above) employed an unusual method of assigning

values to item non-respondents. For reasons other than data assignment,

Mayeske wished to create variables scaled in a common metric from a

diverse set of available variables. To do so, he selected an intrinsically

interesting outcome" or criterion variable, and performed criterion

scaling.

Ill brief, Mayeske computed the criteri n mean for each cate-

gory of nominal variables, and/or for each valu (or, bracketed interval)

of continuous varialles, within a set of variables chosen for use in factor

analyses and regressions. These var ables were then scaled in terms of

the associated criterion value. The procedure not only put all the "'nde-

pendent" varIables into a common metric but alio ed nominal variables

1 0



to be represented in interval for
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For example, the distinction bet een

males and females ight be represented as means of 4.5 and 3.0 in terms

of a criterion score.

As a byproduct of the scaling procedure, Mayeske was able

to determ' e the criterion mean for item non-respondents on the indepen-

dent variables. Like any category of item respond nts, item non-response

could be represented by some mean criterion score. Mayeske found

that, for many independent variables, the item non-

quite differently from any of the several categories

Mayeske et al. , pp. 1041.)

Like the Michigan ISE approach, Mayeske's group is, of

spondents scaled

=espondents. (See

using a variant of the traditional method of assigning a category mean to

item non-respondents . The unusual aspect of the approach is that it does

not assign the mean for some matched" group of resp ndents, but pro-

vides a value unique to item non-respondents.

While it has much appeal, this approach must be criticized

on grounds of theoretical value. Treating item non-respondents as a

separate category masks as much as it reveals, and information about

differences in the criterion scores of it -m non :espondents and respon-

dents has virtually no theoretical -alue. If the purpose of education re-

search is to develop predictive models about relationships betw- en certt in

individual or group character' tics and (- ay) academic success, the

nb way to incorporate "non-r sponse to n extra curricular activities
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it ' as a variable in the model.

For cor elational analyses which factor analysi i-nay be

included), the Mayeske approach is valu le insofar as it maintains the

size and representativeness of a sample, thus permitting greater confi-

dence in estimates of associations between dependent and independent

variables w thin the population. But when specifi ation of complex (mu i-

va ate) relationships is the objective of the analysis, criterion-scaled

scores for item non-respondents would seem merely to muddy the analyti-

cal waters.

The Mayeske group suggest (p. 1142 ) that knowledge of a

criterion score for an individual may permit inferences about other charac-

ter stics which have been criterion scaled. We agree but would raise a

question about the accuracy of su h inferences -f the variability within the

item non-response category is large (i .e. , if the fact of non-response is

poorly correlated with other personal characteristics). Mayeske gives

the example of esti ating father's occupation level from a criter on

score by compar ng the "don't knowfl mean with. that of means for known

categories of father's occupation. Eamnination of his table 3.3.1 .1

(p. 10) shows that for twelfth graders the "don't know" criterion. mean

most closely approximates that for students whose fathers are farm

workers (as does the mean for item non-response). In this instance,

because there is a roughly linear relati nsliip between fathe s occupa-

tional level and the criterion, Mayeske et al. suggest that a rel tively
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low criterion score might be used to assign "one o e lower anks" to

(missing) wher' s occupation

Mayeske's data show that no occupational category but "farm

worketo, even roughly approximate the no response" cr ion o e.

Given this one would be forc d to a sigh the rank appropriate to "farm

work r 9ut because the o cupational status of "farm worker" is vague,

nd because) the link between Mayeske's criterion, achievement composite

-)sco d 'father's occupation" is imperfect, following Mayeske's sug-

jd produce doubtful as signments.

For Mayeske's data, occupations are ranked by criterion

score at grade 12 level) as shown in Figure 4 . The location of "farm

worker" j this ranking d es not correspond well with its place in the

f Occupational Prestige in that scale, "farmhand" ranks

ges

sorne hat alDove several semi-skilled jobs (coal miner, taxi driver,

restatizant Waiter, bartender), rather than far below the semi-skilled

level a5 in Mayeske's ranking. Since there is much evidence for the

validity of trl NDRC prestige score as a correlate of income and educa-

tion, We tend to trust the rankings it produces more than those given by

meyeskets criterion scaling procedure.

It e s very likel.y that an ad hoc criter _n such as that

used by mayeske would produce many misclassifications. To avoid them,

the analyst Would have to use only a .few very broad categories and/or

would be forced t make ertensive checks on the reasonableness of

112
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Father's Occupation

Professional

Salesman

Manager

Official

Tech ical

Farm or Ranch Owner or 1VIanager

Skilled Worker or Foreman

Semi-Skilled

Workman or L

Farm Worker

Mon-response

Don't Know

Arerage

Grade 12
Criterion Average Rank

56.0

53.6 2

52.8 3

52.7 4

52.4 5

50.7 6

50.6 7

49.5 8

47.2 9

42_5 10

42.3 11

41.8 12

50.0

-Occupational ranking based on child's scrlolastic achievement
scores. Source: Mayeske, et al. (1972:10; Table 3.3.1.1).
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ass igned values. The need to supplement criterion scores with evidence

external to the study suggests that the method cannot suffice as the prin-

cipal basis for assigning values.

Differences a_ ong criterion means for nominal categories,

as in Figure 4, may be just too small or too ill-defined to permit reliab e

ass ignrnents from the to other variables. Mayeske et al. them--
selves seem arribivalett on the matter, since they point out (p.10) that

curvilinear relationships or other departures from well-defined linear

relationships may make it impossible to use ite lora scores for assign-

ing values on other variables . Nonetheless, they subsequently (p. 11)

summarize the advantages of the criterion scaling approach with initial

e phasis on its potent al utility fox such assignments.

The basic problem with employing criterion means for pur-

poses of assigning missing-data values, we think, lies in the improbability

of a high correlation betwe n the criterion and any one other haracter-

istic variable. Because of this fundamental weakness in social science

data, some form of multivariat approach (like the Census or ISR methods)

probably will be more adequate as an approach to the problem of item

non-response. In enumerating the advantages of criterion scaling,

Mayeske et al. should have emphasized the fact that criteriom scaling

maximizes the linear relationship of the variable with the criterion. We

wo I then, tend to discount their implied claims for its usefulness in ass

ing missing data.

h
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oject SCOPE .

Source: Tillery, D. and T. Xildegard Educat onal C als itu

and Bthaviors: A Cornparativ-e Study of ITigh School S niors

Cambridge, Mass .: Ballinger Publishing, 1973 (Note:

Tillery is the originator of and senior analyst for Project

SCOPE .)

These analysts employed the most simple arid traditional method of assign-
(

g miss inevalu

No var able was used for which the nonresponse rate vas
more than about 14 percent, and in most cases the name-
sponse was less than 10 percent . Mean values for each
variable were used for subjects who did not respond,
(Tillery and Kildegard, 1973:20)

According to this brief statement, the analysts did not even as igrt sub-

category means. .Although they seem to say they rejected items with

more than 14 per cent non-response, it is more likely they mean "The

maximum item rionresponse rate was about 14 per cent, if Since

their approach is poorly explained, but appears quite simplistic, we think

further discus unneces sary.

As ems: su ation. The chief- -here, onlyjustifi-

cation for not assigning values to item non-respondents is stated in Parnes

et al. (1970):

with data from subsequent surveys. The procedure used by the Michigan

ISR group takes account of the need for caution on this ground by applying

special codes indicating assignment and the degree of uncertainty attached

, allocated data could not be expected to be consistent

115
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to each assigned. value.

We have argued that a carefully assigned value is probably

more useful th n no value at all, even in longitudinal analyses . Of those

considered the procedure employed by the Michigan ISE appears to yield

the most refined esti ates of values and prob&ly the most reliabl

Its acceptability as a variant of the standard approachassigning sub-

category meansshould be enhanced by the fact that it requires few a

priori judgments about what variables, or what values of these variables,

should be employed, as the basis for data assignment.

In theory, all variables other than the one to be assigned could

be considered fox Michigan's AID procedure if the data base were large

e ough to support the statistical manipulations required. The analyst, of

course, will probably exercise judgment in the deletion of variables from

the list of candidates on the basis of expert knowledge or theoretical

grounds. Fox technical reasons as well, some selectivity would be re-

quired. Few data bases are likely to be large enough to make possible the

simultaneous consideration of all of a large nunther of available variables,

and the AID computer program limits the number of variables allowable

for any one run.

In sum, although it has certain limitations which it shares

* These codes , of course, do not enter into computations, but may be
used to warn data tape users that the value is in doubt. This is prob-
ably the best that a data archive can do for its users .
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with any assignment meth d, and some which are peculiar, the ISFt's

use of the AID procedure to deter ine what means should be assigned

seems an approach which we can recommend for consideration in the

adjustment of the NLS -HS data base .

Need for empirica tudies of item non-response bias.

Is high non-response a real problem? We stated at the out-

set that each researcher must decide for himself whether or not to assign

data. We favor doing so, especially when flon-response is fairly high

for an item and when there is reason to believe that some systematic bias

is involved. From a social psychological standpoint, we can probably

assume that non-response implies bias . The fact of non-response dis-

tinguishes all non-respondents from all respondents. Whether or not

bias is systematic, i.e. , whether the motive for non-response is similar

across individuals or whether they share r levant characteristics, is a

matter which must be determined empirically in each case, as was done

by Mayeske and by Blau and Duncan (1967471-76).

The data provided by Mayeske provide strong evidence that

item non-response can introduce very serious biases . But comparisons

of certain Census distributions, with and without adjustments for item

non- esponse, indicate that assignment sometimes yields rather minor

changes even when item non-response is as high as 21 per cent. For

non-response in the range 4.5 to 11.7 per ce t Blau and Duncan (1967:474)

likewise found negligible effects.
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This contradictory evidence raises doubt that high rates of

item non esponse are necessarily a problem. A cursory examination

of the adjusted and unadjusted C asus data for four variables, as indicated

in Tables 4 to 7 (appended) shows that the average change in cell propor-

tion resulting from missing-data as sign ents was only about 0.17 per

cent, regardless of the proportion, of missing cases (from about 4 per cent

to about 21 per cent in the four tables). The biases in the unadjusted dis-

tributions were systematic, but rather minor. When the change for each

cell is related to the original cell -proportion, the modification resulting

from adjustment is about 2 per cent f the unadjusted cell proportion.

As might be expected, the size of the effects of assignment

is proportional to the number of categories in a distribution and greater

for less populous cells. The effects do not seem to depend, however, on

the proportion of missing-data cases, as comparisons of Tables 4.and 5,

and of 6 and 7, show. It might be supposed that systematic biases would

be more severe as the proportion of item non-respondents increases, but

this is not the case for the Census sample data * Whether or not this

is owing to the huge size of the data base, to the allocation procedur

employed, or to some combination. of these is uncertain.

* Simple mean, over all c lls in column 6 of Tables 4 to 7 collectively_

** The data of Tables 4-7 are based on approximately 20 per cent of
1970 households. The figures given there are weighted estimates of
population distributions.

1 8



Blau and Duncan (1967 ) were concerned about the impact of

item non-res-ponse upon correlations underlying their investigation of

occupations They report an effort to assess the effects of systematic

bias in the characteristics of those not reporting -father's occupati

and "respondent's first occupation." For the age group they examined,

non-response rates for these variables were 11.7 per cent acid 4.4 per

cent respectively. Their results show both means and variability were

reduced for a mixture of persons who failed to report at least one var ab

For "father's occupation," the nonrespandent" mean was 90 per cent of

th- 'complete data" mean. For respondent's first occupation," the

corresponding figure was 64 per cent. Curiously, the influence of non-

response was less for the variable with greater non-response.

By an elaborate procedure, Blau and Duncan estimated a value

for the likely "true" population correlation, under varying assumptions

about the unkno n correlation between "father's occupation" and "respon-

dent's first occupation." By their estimate, the influence of item non-

response was minor, probably about the same size as the sampling error

of "r" for their large (N = 33,000) sample. Thus, in this instance, they

concluded that bias attributable to item non- -sponse was not a matter of

concern.

* Computed "nonrespondent" means and deviations were based on im-
puted values for those not reporting the variable in question and obtained
values for those not reporting the other variable (of the pair considered).

1 9
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They express concern, however

data with item non-respon e of about 20 per co

relation coeff cients are "especially vulnerable to misestimation for

these.

other portions of the

remarking that cor-

Given contradictory evidence, we recommend that NCES
1undertake some speical empirical stud es of z

by ite non-response in the NLS-HS data,

degree of bias introduced

Since it is too late to conduct personal interviews with samples

of first follow-up item a-respondents (and doubtless too costly to select

samples on an item-by-item basis in any event) a reasonable approach

to such empirical work might be to construct a subsample of known data

cases, representing the survey respondents, then to delete cases so as

to re-create the experienced item non response. Comparison of the data

from the whole subsample with the data after deletion of cases would pro-

vide some estimate of the effects of item non-response. Or, NCES might

wish to repeat Blau and Duncan's analysis, usinag especially troublesome

NLS-HS data. This preliminary step might at the same time provide a

data base on which alternative methods of data assignment could be tried,

to assess consequences of their use.

Provided, of cou se, that not only the rate of item non-response but
also the relevant characteristics of non-respondents (as best known)
were re-created in the experiment suggested. Cases would be sampled
within eharacteristics-defined subcategories to create the hypothetical
"item non-respondents,
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educing dependence on "expert judg-

assignments . Procedures such as the A .1.D. pro-

help reduce the bounds within which judgment must be exercised,
2

but even. this Tather sophisticated approach does not replace judgment.

Alth ugh we ha e given some thought to the matter, we have not conceived

Of any method which would allow complete eli ination of judgment by

empirical evidence.

A definitive study would require knowledge of the reasons for

response and an assessment of the relationship of each of the

ral reasons -ith the "true" values of the missing data. Given the

presently available, such an analysis cannot be performed. Were

icient concern to warrant the expense of special follow-up studies

sons for non-response might be obtained from item non espondents

utu e wavesof the NLS-1-IS survey.

For certain items, interest in improving accuracy of the data

base might justify such an effort. Reasons why" information, howeve

notoriously subject to various forms of distortion owing to factors such

cially acceptable response, rationalization, or creation of artificial

ations. Given such probl ms, plus recall error, the value of

ups aimed at discove mg motives for item non-responSe seems

That is, the respondent makes up something to satisfy the inquiry, evekl
though there was not--or he cannot specify--any particular reason for
non-response at the time it occurred.

°A21
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It might, however, be worthwhile to make reasonable esti-

mates of the motives underlying failure to respond and, from such

esti ates, to narrow the scope of required judgments. The approach

sketched below would be time-consuming and costly; therefore consider-

ation of its use should be limited to items which are of critical import'ance

and have unacceptably high rates of item non-response.

We assume, as the basis for this approach, that different

reasons for item non-response will be associated with varying "true"

values for the va "able in question. That is we suppose that those non-

respondents who intentionally conceal data will tend to differ from those

whose non-response is the result of error in following skip patterns, etc.

We suggest that non-respondents can be described in terms of certain

patterns of response to the total questionnaire, or to several follow-ups,

as well as in terms of their personal or contextual characteristics.

Mayeske et al. have shown that the mean criterion scores for

non-respondents undifferentiated as to m tive) tend to differ from those

for specified categories of respondents Our suggestion takes this evi-

dence as the basis for the assumption that differently motivated non-

response will likewise exhibit differences in item values. The problem

of course, is that for the item in question values are not available for

non-respondents. Thus, some way of esti ating appropriate values for

each type of non-response must be found. Our suggestion is a multi-stage
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procedure which might yield fairly refined estimates. ft is a variant on

the standard method of assigning means oi other measures of cent-

tendency.

a1

The THAID algorithm used hy the University of Michigan

Institute for Social Research forms the basis of the method. This pro-

cedure locates those var'ables, in a set of candidates, which maximize

the difference in distributions of cases over a set of categor es for a

criterion variable. By iterations, the program yields information about

which candidate p -cdictors are the most powerful (in terms of differentiat-

ing the distributions ) and what values of each predictor are associated

with varying distributions. The program seems uniquely suited to analysis

of item non-response in terms of estimated motive, as discussed below.

It enters into the overall procedure in the final stz-ges.

The steps necessary to the procedure are:

1. Classification. If we assume that item non-response can

stem from any of the several sources like those listed below, the first

step would be classificat on of each item non-respondent into one of sev-

eral categories, on the basis of an edit of the questionnaire:

Administrative er or questionnaires with missing pages, illeg-

ibly printed pages or items or the like, which can account for

item non-response.

A brief description of the program is given in Morgan, et al. (1974)
and a detailed account appears in Morgan and Messenger (P73).
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b. Respondent error - indicated by evidence of respondent difficulty

in folio _ng the questionnaire, s ch as frequent routing errors,

failures to follow item instructions, many inconsistent responses,

and the like.

e. Respondent lack of information or indeci. on - indicated by pat-

terns of response which suggest that, though cooperative- the

respondent is unable to provide specific information. Such pat-

terns might include frequent use of "don't know, " "undecided,"

multiple responses, and the like.

d. Respondent deviance - ind cated by patterns of response which

suggest that response options provided are inadequate to the

peculiar situation of the respondent, such as frequent use of un-

codable or "oth -espouses.

Limited ti e/patience - patterns which indicate that the respon-

dent simply qu___ responding, after having done SO at the outset:

all item non-response concentrated in "blocked" portions of the

questionnaire, with complete and consistent responses in other

portions.

f. Intent to mislead patterns of response which suggest that the

respondent intended to mislead or simply confound the analyst, .

such as frequent ' out of range" responses, highly unlikely single

responses or combinations, including face sheet items

Puerto Rican ethnicity and Shinto religion), and the like.
124
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Intent to conceal - patterns af omission which "flag" certain

items in a block of related items as intentionally omitted to con-

ceal; for example, failure to supply income in the midst of com-

pleted answers on other employment or standar -of-living items,

especially if no other motives are suggested.

h. Mixed motives presence of indicat ons that item omission is

probably part of more than one pattern of motivation, such as

both error and lack of information or indecision.

1. Indeterminate a residual category covering cases for which no

clear patterns are found.

Interviewer notes and com ents might be used to supplement

study of response patterns in the categorization of item non-response mo-

tives.

2. Selection of candidate predictor variables. Indiscriminate

inclusion of all available variables among the THAID candidates would be

inefficient. Since the final step involves relating subcategories to item

values only those variables which are highly correlated 'with the item

under consideration should be included among the candidates. Thus, the

second step of the procedure calls for an examination of correlation ma-

trices *deriv d from the item respondents, to determine which variables

* We use the term somewhat loosely. The matrix would have to contain
a mix of various measures of association, not necessarily the Pearson
Tr' often suggested by "correlation.

I 2 5
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have a higri zero order correlation with the criterion n otive. Candi-

date variables should have this property and their intercorrelations should

be relatively low. From a large number of variables, perhaps as many

as 15 might be selected for final inclusion. It is to be emphasized that

the selection procedure is wholly empirical--there need be no interpret-

able "reason ' for high correlation between th criterion item and a candi-

date variable, since the objective is confined to prediction.

3. The candidate variables are entered as predictors in the

THAID program, with non-response --otive as the categorical dependent

variable. The program selects combinations which best discriminate

distrLbut ons, thus yielding "best esti ates" of characteristics associated

with membership in a motive category.

4. For each category of motivation, the combinations of

characteristics yielded by THAID can be utilized to identify a subset of

item respondents, for which a summary statisticmean, median, mode--

can be computed.

The chief advantage we see in such an approach is that it

seeks to take account of motives for non-response as a variable plausibly

associated with criterion item values. It departs from traditional ways

of assigning means only by considering information besides the customary

background characteristics of the item non-respondent as a basis for

matching him to some subset of respondents. Where such motives as in-

tent to mislead or to conceal underlie item non-response, there is good
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a priori reason to suppose that some peculiarity in the respondent's situ-

ation, directly affecting his true item value, has induced the omission

of the item. Likewise, respondent error and lack of information may

reflect personality or ability factors which, in turn, may bear upon the

respondent's experience and his standing relative to otherwise similar

respondents. We would of course, like to be able to spot deviant eases,

those respondents whose cii-cu stances depart so far from the norm that

precoded response options are inadequate For such reasons, there seems

justification--for crucial and high non-response items--to undertake some

effort like the one suggested.

Closing comment. The "state of the art- of adjusting data

for item non-response appears primitive, despite the existence of some

rather sophisticated techniques. What we have found wanting are not pro-

cedures for manipulating data, but rather statements of the logical under-

pinnings and accompanying empirical evidence of the consequences of

data assignment. At present, each researcher seems on his own except

for traditional--but not well examined--treatments.

It is especially unfortunate that what efforts have been made

appear to focus chiefly on adjusting distributions to compenate for errors

in static population description induced by missing data. The potentially

more important matter of adjusting individual records, for longitudinal

analys18 of processes- seems almost unexamined.

We think NCES or its contractors would make a significant

7
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contribution to both the value of the NLS-HS data and the state of the art

of longitudinal analysis by such methodological studies as those we have

sketched. Hence, our strong recom -endation that such efforts be under-

taken.

POSTSCRIFf

This paper in draft form has stimulated discussion of the

problem of item non-response and data quality among present and pro-

spective users and the governmental and private organizations responsible

for the NLS surveys.

Those discussions have generated some points of agreement

as well as some controversy. All participants appear to accept the

critique of the questionnaire as too detailed and too complex for a ail-

out survey. Yet there seems little possibility that any major improve-

ment can be made for the third fell° -up and, we are told, it is likely

that the questionnai will be even more difficult in that wave, because

Federal agencies with an interest in the cohort sampled have succeeded

in adding items to the survey. None have been willing to delete any of

the details sought in the first follow-up. Whether this survey can bear

the burden of gathering so much disparate info mation remains to be

seen. We have doubts even though the contractor has planned for tele-

phone call-backs, to obtain critical infor ation, for ,..bout half the sample

respondents

Some of the difficulties cited in this paper have been corrected

f28
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retroactively, and so e modifications in the questionnaire graphics have

been made. Conditional item responses now are coded, where required,

to include a flag for Lnconsistency with the Tparent1 routing item. In the

second and later questionnaires, SKIP instructions have been reworded

to "GO TO" and printed in red.

Despite these useful modifications, many coding and for at

problems remain. The survey contractor is considering our suggestions

on cOding and formatting, but will be unable to test any of the latter for

posstble use in the third follow-up because necessary instrument approvals

and I gistical preparations cannot be changed so shortly before field

pretests are to be conducted.

As might be expected, considerable controversy has been

raised about suggestions concerning preparation of an analysis-oriented

data file, especially on the possibility of includ ng assigned values for

missing data. The National Center for Education Statistics, the responsi-

ble Federal agency, opposes the assignment suggestion on grounds like

those given by Parnes, et al. (see text, p. 88) and on grounds of cost.

Others join NCES in arguing that the "state of the art ' provides no gen-

e77ally accepted method for estimating the values to be assigned (a point

we stress in the text). One participant opposes the suggestion because

researchers with differing problems may wish to use methods other than

those which might be adopted for creation of the analysis file.

Some comment on these objections is warranted. We stress

129
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repeatedly that the documentary file should be retained to accommodate

researchers who wish to devise their own methods, and it is evident that

an assignment 'flag" code would permit such researchers to ignore

assigned values in a file. Our objectio s to the Panes position are

given in the text, but we add that Parties' position was taken with refer-

ence to a data base which differs in important respects from the one under

discuss on. The Parnes base has item non- -sponse rates much lower

than those cited here -arely exceeding 10 per cent) and its data were

obtained chiefly by personal interviews conducted by Census-trained

personnel. Under such circumstances, the policy on missing data might

well differ consideraVy from what is appropriate for the surveys of the

Class of 1972.

The :ost cogent objections to data assignent are those based

on state of the art" and cost. The concluding portion of our paper dis-

cusses critically the assignment of missing data, and recommends a

program of methodological studies intended to investigate whether any

method of data assignment will markedly affect population estimates and,

if so, which method seems most appropriate for this data base.

Such a program would be costly, and its results might not

yield assigned values acceptable to all users. Nonetheless, we still

assert that some effort to " ill in" missing data is highly desirable for

longitudinal analysis, so long as the e ation assignment procedure

chosen provides well-grounded and clearly flagged values.
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We have pointed out in discussions that a decision to omit

assigned values has serious cost implications for users, some of whom

will perform their own (possibly duplicative) adjustments of the data.

Some analyses may be foregone because otherwise competent analysts

lack data processing facilities or skills to modify the data. Some mis-

leading policy "information" may flow fro analyses based on that self-

selected portion of the sample which responded to a particular item or

set of items.

Against the background of a study which reportedly has cost

upwards of five million dollars thus far, the expenditure of time and funds

to assess methods of data assignment seems well justified. The benefits

flowing from these costs would be a data base accessible to a wide variety

of potential users some assurance that infor ation based on the NLS

data is grounded on the best estimates that current survey-methodology can

provide, and a substantial contribution ,to the "state of the art" of longi-
.

tudinal survey analysis.

Clearly, NCES should not o fer only a data file bearing assigned

values. Neither should it provide assigned values or a manual for making

assignments without fi 'st pursuing the necessary methodological studies

upon which to ground its recommendations. Although we have been auda-

cious enough to recommend one particular method among those we reviewed,

we urge the NCES launch its own investigations and draw oth: s into the

discussion. We hope that many interested parties will volunteer empirical

evidence and/or opinions, so that the debate can be intensified.

131,
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TABLE 2

BASIC ITEM CONTENT, BY RATE OF USABLE
RESPONSE AND NUMERICAL SEQUENCE

95 to 100 Per Cent

Item
Num ler Paraphrased C ntent

F21
F48A1
F58A
*BY2
*BY5
*BY8
*B1183
*BY84
*BY92
*BY-94A)

to ) Parental home possessions
*BY941()
*BY95 Base year residence area type and size

Any training program after high school?
Was respondent working in October 1973?
Number of weeks worked, October 1972 to October 1973
Type of high school program
High school grades
Average weekly hours worked during high schoo
Any work-limiting physical handicap?
Respondent's race or ethnic group
Respondent's religion

90 but less than 95 Per Cent

FlA Present activity: working
F1C Present activity: taking academic courses at a college
F4 With whom living, October 1973
F5 Kind of dwelling, October 1973
F6A October 1973 residence area type and size
F6B Distance, October 1973 residence from base year residence
F9 Was respondent financially dependent in October 1973?
F10 Number others financially dependent on respondent,

October 1973
F12 Schooling aspirations
F14 Schooling expectations
F16A Expected activity, October 1974: working
F19 Expected occupation, at age 30

See notes at end of T: le 2, p. 132.
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Item
Number

F25

F49A
F49G

2F54A-
F58C
F78A3
F78B3
F80A
F81

127

TABLE 2 (Cont'd)

BASIC ITEM CONTENT, BY RATE OF USABLE
RESPONSE AND NUMERICAL SEQUENCE

Paraphrased Content

Was respondent taking courses at any school, first week
of October 1973?

Kind of job held, October 1973
Currently working in this job?
Was respondent working in October 1972?
Number of employers, period October 1972 to October 1973
Father's education
Mother's education
Did mother work when respondent was in high school?
Did respondent apply for college admission before October

1973?

85 but less than 90 Per Cent

F1B Present activity: taking vocational or...technical courses
FlD Present activity: on active duty in Armed Forces or in

service academy
FIE Present activity: homemaker
FiF Present activity: unemployed
F7A Marital status, first week of October 1973

-1-FHB4 Spouse's total 1973 income
F13A Amount willing to borrow for schooling
F16B Expected activity, October 1974: taking vocationa

technical courses
F16C Expected activity, October 1974: taking academic courses

in college
F22AA Type training program since high school: on-job training
F22C How long did training program last?
F22D Has respondent completed training program?
F22 Has respondent used training on any job?
F23 Has respondent attended any kind of school since leaving

high school?

See notes at end of Table 2, p. 132.
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Item
Number

128

TABLE 2 (Cont'd)

BASIC ITEM CONTENT, BY RATE OF USABLE
RESPONSE AND NUMERICAL SEQUENCE

Paraphrased Cont

F29A6 Was responaent taking courses at any school dui ing
October 1972?

F39 Has respondent attended any other school since high
school?

F42 Was respondent working toward any degree, certificate,
or license, first week of October 1973?

F43 Since leaving high school and before October 1973, has
respondent earned any certificate, license, diploma,
or degree?

F48C Was respondent looking for work, September 1973?
F54C Did respondent look for work, October 1972?
F55A Kind of job held, October 1972
F58B Number of weeks unemployed, period October 1972 to

October 1973
F79 Father's occupation
F8013 Did mother work when respondent was in grade school?
F8OC Did mother work before respondent was in grade school?
BY9093 Mother's education

80 but less than 85 Per Cent

F2 Did respondent complete high school?
F3A Month left last high school
F3B Year left last high school
F13B Did anyone discuss borrowing for schooling?
F16D Expected activity, October 1974: active duty in Armed

Forces
F16E Expected activity, October 1974: homemaker
F22B Kind of work trained for, in post-high school training

program
F24P Reason for not continuing education: earn own money
F41B Did any School attended give credits

See notes at end of Table 2, p. 132,
36





Item
Number

F50A
F5OB
F56B
F82B
F82C
BY90A

F24A )
to )

F240 )
and )

F24Q )

129

TABLE 2 (Cont'd)

BASIC ITEM CONTENT, BY RATE OF USABLE
RESPONSE AND NUMERICAL SEQUENCE

Paraphrased Content

Average weekly hours worked, job held October 1973
Average weekly earnings, job held October 1973
Average weekly earnings, job held October 1972
Admitted to school applied to before October 1973?
Request financial aid, school applied to before October 1973?
Father's education.

75 but less than 80 Per Cent

Various reasons for not continuing education after high
high school

F28 Field of study (major), October 1973

F30 Did respondent attend the same school in October 1972
and October 1973?

F33B Classified as full-time student, October 1972

F33C Number of class hours per week, October 1972
F34 Was field of study the same in October 1972 and October

1973?
F56A Average weekly hours worked, job held October 1972
F83AA No second-choice school applied to before October 1973
*BY93 Parents' income in base year

FHA
F22AB )

to )

F22AH)
F26B

70 but less than 75 Per Cent

Respondent's total 1973 income

Various training programs in which respondent pa_ 'cipated
after high school and before October 1973

Kind of school attended, October 1973

See notes at end of Table 2, p. 132.
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TABLE 2 (Coned)

BASIC ITEM CONTENT, BY RATE OF USABLE
RESPONSE AND NUMERICAL SEQUENCE

Item
Number Paraphrased Content

F26C School attended October 1973 public or priva e?
F27AA Month first attended school of October 1973
F27AB Year first attended school of October 1973
F279 Classified as full-time student, October 19737
F27C Number of class hours per week, October 1973
F27D. Classified as freshman or sophomore, October 1973?
F'28B° Field of study October 1973 academic or vocational?
F28C How long to complete program (major) enrolled in as of

October 1973?
F46AA Total cost of schooling, first year after high school

65 but less than 70 Per Cent

F10 Present activity: other
F46AB Number of months to spend total cost of schooling, first

year after high school
F47AA First (listed) source, money for schooling first year after

high school

60 but less than 65 Per Cent

F13C Was there any change in borrowing plans?
F16F ExTected activity, October 1974: other
F32C School attended October 1972 public or private?
F37. Did respondent drop out of school attended in October 1972?
F47AB Amount of schooling money from first-listed source, first

year after high school
F83B Was respondent accepted by second-choice school applied

to before October 1973?
F83C Request financial aid, second-choice school applied to

before October 1973

See not -s at end of Table 2, p 1
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TABLE 2 (Coned)

BASIC ITEM CONTENT, BY RATE OF USABLE
RESPONSE AND NUMERICAL SEQUENCE

Less than 60 Per Cent

Item
Number Paraphrased Content

F11C Respondent's wage and salary income, 1973
F11D Spouse's wage and salary income, 1973
FHB Respondent's scholarship income, 1973
F11F Spouse's scholarship income,, 1973

Respondent's miscellaneous income, 1973
F11H Spouse's miscellaneous income, 1973
F29BA ) Various reasons for nor continuing education right after

to ) high school (by October 1972)
F29BR
F31A ) Various reasons for changing schools between October

to ) 1972 and October 1973
F31K )
F329 Kind of school attended, October 1972
F4OB Kind of other school attended, anytime after high school
F4ODA Is respondent currently attending this other sehool?
F41C9 Number of semester credits accrued by October 1973
F41CC Number of other type credits accrued by October 1973
F46BA Expenditures for tuition and fees, first year after high

school
F46BB Expenditure for room and board, first year after high

school
F46BC Expenditure for books and supplies, first year after high

school
F46BD Expenditure for transportation, first year after high school
F46BE Expenditure for miscellaneous school-related items, first

year after high school
F47BA Second source of schooling money, first year after high

school
F47BB Amount from second listed source, first year after high

school
F47CA Third source

See notes at end of Table 2, 13. 132.



Item
Number

F47CB
F47DA
F47DB
F47EA
F47EB
F47FA
F47FB
F47GA
F470B
F82DA

F82DB
F82DC
F83DA
F83DB
F83DC

NOTES:

1

2

132

TABLE 2 (Coned)

BASIC ITEM CONTENT, BY RATE OF USABLE
RESPONSE AND NUMERICAL SEQUENCE

Paraphrased Content

Amount from third source
Fourth source
Amount from fourth source
Fifth source
Amount from fifth source
Sixth source
Amount from sixth source
Seventh source
Amount from seventh source
Amount of scholarship aid offered, first choice school

applied to before October 1973
Amount of loan aid offered, first choice school
Amount of promised job aid offered, first choice school
Amount of scholarship aid offered, second choice school
Amount of loan aid offered second choice school
Amount of promised job aid offered, second choice school

Item content is paraphrased from the wording of the First Follow-
Up Questionnaire. Item numters are those employed for the
response distribution published in the User's Manual.

Items prefaced by *BY are background variables for which data
was collected from 4,539 individuals via Form B of the First
Follow-Up Questionnaire. Data for these cases are included in
the published distributions for Base Year Questionnaire. variables.
Response rates for *BY items thus are based chiefly on data col-
lected in the Base Year administration and are not entirely com-
parable to those for items collected exclusively in the first follow-
up survey.

Rate excluding routing-error coded responses is 95.0 per cent;
including error-coded responses, rate is 99.5 per cent.

Rate excluding routing-error coded responses is 91.4 per cent;
including error-coded responses, rate is 99.1 per cent.

140
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5

6

7

8
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TABLE 2 (Cont'd)

BASIC ITEM CONTENT, BY RATE OF USABLE
RESPONSE AND NUMERICAL SEQUENCE

Items BY90A (Father's education ) and BY9OB (Mother's educa-
tion) are not starred, and are based on data supplied only via
the Base Year Questionnaire. They overlap items F78A and
F78B (Father's and Mother's education), obtained from all re-
spondents via the First Follow-up Questionnaire. The two
items (BY9O and F78) employ different response categories,
and response rates are based on different sample sizes (16,683
and 21,350, respectively).

Estimated rate. Published rate = 16.5 per cent, owing to over-
sized eligible base. Discussed in Sec. 1 of the paper.

Rate excluding routing-error coded responses is 87.5 per cent.
If error-coded responses are included, rate is 99.7 per cent.

Rate excluding routing-error coded responses is 85.5 per cent.
If error-coded responses are included, rate is 91.6 per cent.

Rate excluding routing-error coded responses is 77.8 per ent;
including error-coded responses, rate is 83.4 per cent.

Rate excluding rot:ging-error coded responses is 70.9 per cent;
including error-coded responses, rate is 75.4 per cent.

Source: National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972;
Base-Year and First Follow-up Data File User's Manual
(Preliminary). Research Triangle Park, N.C.: Research
Triangle institute, April 1975.
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TABLE 3

RESPONSE DISTRIBUTIONS, SELECTED FIRST

FOLLOW-UP AND BASE-YEAR ITEMS

Number

Item Eligible Usable

Number to Answer Responses

7707

FlA 21,350 94,6

F1B 21,350 87,3

F1C 21,350 90.0

FlD 21,3,50 86.6

RE 21,350 86.2

FlF 21,350 86.4

F1G 21,350 65.7

F2 21,350 80.2

F3A 21,312 80,8

F3B 21,312 80.9

F4 21,350 93.2

F5 21,350 94.0

F6A 21,350 92,7

F6B 21,350 94.5

F7A 21,350 87.1

F7B 6,073 55.6

F7C 6,073 54.9

F8A 6,073 56.8

Uhusablellesponses

['Touting° r1.01--1E-17.W
Codes Codesa

70---10----60 (94 to 97)

70) 70)

* 8.1

1 2 0.5

0,9 0.6

See notes at end of Table 3, pp, 145-147;

142

0.1

0 1

0,3

0,1

0,3

0,1

0.1

0.2

0,2

Non-Response

PARTIAL

RESPONSE

(93)

5,2

12.6

9.8

13.3

13.7

13.5

34,1

BLANK

(98)

0.1

0,1

0,1

0.1

0,1

0,1

0.1

11,6

19.1

19.0

6.5

5.9

6.9

5.4

11,1

44.2

44.9

41.7

LEGITSKIP

(99)

number

1,048

1,048

1,048

1,048

1,048

1,048

1,048

1,048

1,086

1,086

1,048

1,048

1,048

1,048

1,048

16,325

16,325

16,325



Number

Item Eligthle

Number to Answer

TABLE 3 (Coned)

RESPONSE DISTRIBUTIONS, SELECTED FIRST

FOLLOW-UP AND BASE-YEAR ITEMS

Usable

Responses

F88 3,739 27.7

F9 21,350 93A

F10 21,350 94,2

F11A '21,350 72.0

F11B 21,350 16.5

(b) (4,050) (86.9)

FRC 21,350 46.0

(b) (20,496) (47.9)

FED 21,350 10.8

(b) (4,050) (57.2)

FlIE 21,350 26.0

(b) (20,496) (27,1)

F11F 21,350 7.6

(b) (4,050) (40A)

F11G 21,350 23.0

(b) (20,496) (23.9)

F11H 21,350 7.7

(b) (4,050) (40.6)

Fli 21,350 93.7

See notes at end of Table 3 pp. 14 147,

144

Unusable Responses Non-Response

TEFFir IMMAL-

Codes Codesa RESPONSE BLANK

(94 to 97) (93) (98)

70) r7o) (-70) 7707 7or

LEGITSKIP

(99)

0 4 71.9 18,659

0.1 6.5 1,048

5 7 1,048

1.7 26.3 1,048

1.1 82.4 1 048

(4.6) (8,5) (18,348)

1,1 52,9 1,048

(1.2) (50.9) (1,902)

0.8 88,3 1,048

(3.1) (39.7) (18,348)

0.7 73.2 1,048

(0.8) (72,1) (1,902)

0 6 91.8 1,048

(3.3) (56.6) (18,348)

0.8 76.2 1,048

(0,8) (75.3) (1,902)

0.7 91.6 1,048

(3.5) (55,9) (18,348)

0.3 6.1 1 048

145



Item

Number

Number

Eligible

to Answer

l'AtiLl 6 (uont.a)

RESPONSE DISTRKTIONS, SELECTED FIRST

FOLLOW-UP AND BASE-YEAR ITEMS

Unusable Responses Non-Response

F17-1711-7i5outb TATTE-1
Usable Codes adesa RESPONSE BLANK

Responses 20 -7-761T (94to97) (93) (98)

M 70) Ar

F13A 21,350 89.6

F138 21,350 83,2 0.1 0.9

F13C 7,519 62.4

F14 21,350 92.5

F16A 21,350 92.8

F168 21,350 85.2

F16C 21,350 88.9

F16p 21,350 84.4

Fl6E 21,350 84.8

F16F 21,350 63.5

F19 21,350 91.0

F21 21,350 98.0 1.3 0.3

F22AA 4,891 86.9

F22A8 4,891 73.8

F22AC 4,891 73.7

F22AD 4,891 72.9

'F22AE 4,891 73.5

F22AF 4,891 72.6

SeenotesatendofTable3,pp.
145-147.

146

0.7

0.3

0,3

0.2

0.3

0.3

0.2

0,2

0,4

2.6

0,2

7707

6.6

14.3

10.5

15.1

14.7

35.9

8.5

21,7

21.8

22,6

22 0

22,9

9.7

13,2

37.3

7.1

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.2

6.4

0.5

4.4

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

LEGITSKIP

(99)

number

1,048

1,048

14,879

1,048

1,048

1,048

1,048

1,048

1,048

1,048

1,048

1,048

17,507

17,507

17,507

17,507

17,507

17,507

cia

147
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TABLE 3 (Cont'd)

RESPONSE DISTRIBUTIONS, SELECTED FIRST

FOLLOW-UP AND BASE-YEAR ITEMS

Unusable Responses Non-Response

lAanber roliti TER-=
Dun Mgt& Usable Codes Codesa REMNSE BLANK LEGITSKIP

Number toAnswer Responses
0-477 (94 to97) (93) (98) (99)

TIW 7707 70) 70) 70) ir 707 tinter

F22AG 4,891 73,4

F22Ali 4,891 74,7

F22A1 4,891 68.1

F22B 4,874 83.5

F22C 4,891 86.8

F22D 4,891 86.6

F22E 4,891 87.1

F23 21,350 87.5

F24A 8,118 79.8

F24B 8,118 79.9

F24C 8,118 79.5

F24D 8,118 79.4

F24E 8,118 79,4

F24F 8,118 79.3

F24G 8,118 79.3

F24H 8,118 79.3

F24I 8,118 79.2

F24,1 8,118 79.3

See notes at end of Table 3, pp. 145-147.
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22.0 4.5 17,507

20.7 4.5 17,507

37,3 4.5 17,507

0.6 15 8 17,524

0.4 12.7 17,507

0.6 12.8 17,507

0,1 12.8 17,507

6,1 3.7 2.4 0.3 1,048

0.2 3.5 16.5 14,280

0.2 3,4 16.5 14,280

0,2 3.8 16.5 14,280

0.2 3,9 16.5 14,280

0.2 3.9 16.5 14,280

0.2 4.0 16.5 14,280

0.2 4,0 16.5 14,280

0.2 4.1 16.5 14,280

0.2 4.1 16.5 14,280

0.2 4.1 16.5 14,280
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Number

Item Eligible

Number to Answer

TABLE 3 (Cont'd)

RESPONSE DISTRIBUTIONS, SELECTED FIRST

FOLLOW-LP AND BASE-YEAR ITEMS

Unusable Responses Non-ResponseTfoLWW 17-171E--
Usable Codes Codesa RESPONSE BLANK LEFFSKIP

Responses T-71,7-7 (94 to97) (93) (98) (99)

7707MT(10) 707 7707 7707 -11171ClitelT

F24K 8,118 79 7 0.2 3.6 1615 14,280

F24L 8,118 79.6 0.2 3.7 16,5 14,280

F24M 8,118 79.9 0.2 3.4 1615 14,280

F24N 8,118 79.0 0.2 4.2 16,5 14,280

F240 8,118 7914 0.2 3.9 1615 14,280

F24P 8,118 80,0 0.2 3.4 16,5 14,280

F24Q 8,118 78.8 0.2 4.5 16.5 14,280

F25 15,903 90.0 114 0.3 * 8.3 6,495

F268 12,177 73.7 0.3 25.9 10,221

F26C 12,177 73,6 0,1 26.2 10,221

F27AA 12,177 73.3 0.2 2616 10,221

F27AB 12,177 73.3 0,2 26,5 10,221

F27B 12,177 73.6 0.1 26,3 10,221

F27C 12,177 71,2 0. 8 28,0 10,221

_F27D_ _12,177 73.0_ 43- --26-.7 10,221

F28A 12,002 76.6 0.1 23,3 10,396

F28B 12,177 70.9 1,3 3,2 0.3 24.3 10,221

F28C 11,825 72.1 0.4 27.5 10,573

15 6ee notes at end of Table 3, pp, 145147.
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Item

Number

Nunter

Eligth le

to Answer

TABLE 3 (Coned)

EESPONSE DISTR IBUTIONS, SELECTED FIEST

POLL* Ur AND BASE YEAR lTEM

UsaIe

Responses

Unusable Responses

11-07ing-FT
Codes Codesa

rTri 767 (94 to 97)

RI 1703 M 7-7

Non-Response

PARTIAL

RESPONSE

(93)

707
BLANK

(98)

F29A 15,903 85.5 2 .8 1.9 1.4 0,1 8.2

F298A 5, 051 55.6 0 .2 4.8 39,5

F298 D 5, 051 54.5 0 , 2 3.8 39 .5

F29BC 5, 051 53.8 0 .2 6.4 39 .5

F298D 5, 051 53.6 0 , 2 6, 7 39.5

F29BE 5, 051 53,3 0 .3 6.9 39 .5

F29BF 5, 051 53.3 0 .2 7, 0 39 .5

F29BG 5, 051 53.3 0.2 7,0 39,5

F2931-1 5, 051 53.3 0 2 7 0 39,5

F2981 5, 051 53,3 0,2 7.0 39 .5

F293.1 5, 051 53.3 0,2 7, 0

F29131( , 051 53.8 0.2 6,4

F2981_, 5, 051 53.6 0,3 6. 6

F29814 5_, 051 54,2 6, 0

F298N 5, 051 53,8 0,2 6.5

F29130 5, 051 53.4 0 , 3 6, 8

F296P 5, 051 53.6 0,2 6, 7

F298Q 5,051 54.4 0,: 5.7

F298R 5,051 53.2 0,2 7.0

See notes at end of Table 3, pp 145447.
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LEGITSKIP

(99)

TEn--7j'ber

6,495

17 347

17,347

17,347

17,347

17,347

17,347

17,347

17,347

17,347

39.5 17,347

39 .5 17,347

39 .5 17,347

_39 5_ 12J4Z
39 .5 17,347

39 .5 17,347

39 .5 17,347

39,5 17,347

39.5 17,347
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Number

Item EIigthie

Number to Atswer

F30 14,077

F31A 4,884

FM 4,884

F31C 4,884

FM 4,884

F31.E 4,884

F31F 4,884

F31G 4,884

F311-1 4,884

F311 4,884

F31,1 4,834

HU( 4,834

F32B 7,438

F32C 7,438

F33C 14,077

F34 14,077

F37 8,061

TABLE 3 (Coned)

RESPONSE DISTRIBMONS, SELECTED FIRST

FOI,LOW-UP iND BASE.YEAR ITEMS

Unusable Responses 1\ion-Response

Routing-gWr
Usable Codes Codesa RESPONSE BLAINIK

Responses 20 41 6U (94 to 97) (93) (98)

77-- CD T %) 7.1or

77 8

27,7

27,4

27,5

27,4

27,3

27,3

27,2

27,6

27,4

27,2

27,3

59,9

60 1

78 3

75,3

79A

62.6

See iiotes at end of Table 3, cf, 14544 ,

151

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0,2

0.2

0 4

0.4

0,2

1,2

0.2

L 4

1.7

1.6

1,7

1 8

1 7

1.9

1.4

L 7

1.8

1,8

1.6 5

70.7

70,7

70.7

70.7

70.7

70.7

70.7

70 7

70.7

70.7

70.7

39.8

39.5

23.5

20,5

37,2

LEGITSKIP

(99)

niT-nR7

8 321

17,514

17,514

17,511

17,514

17,514

17,514

17,514

17 514

17,51.4

17,514

17,514

19604,

14,960

8,321

8,321

8,321

14,337



Number

Item Eligible

Nuder to Answer

TABLE 3 (UN)

ESPONSE DISTRMUTIQNS, SELECTED FIRST

FOLLOW-UP AND BASE-YEAR ITEMS

Unusable Responses Non-Response

IToTting7m-'7E7 TAMI7
LsalIe Codes Codesa RESPONSE BLANK LEGITSKT

Responses :177-7 (94 to 97) (93) (98) (99)

70) 71- 1707 number

F39 15,903 85.6

F40E 5,221 31.8

F40DA 5,221 31.1

P41E 15,903 81,2

F41CA ornitted .5 e footnote

F41CB 13,745 40,5

F41CC 13,739 13.8

F42 15,903 86.6

F43 15,903 87..3

F461A 15,903 71.4

F46AB 15,903 68.4

F46EA 15,903 59.5

F46E8 15,903 40.4

58;6-

F46E0 15,903 46.1

F45BE 15,903 40,9

F47AA 15,889 66.3

See totes at end of Table 3, pp. 145-147,
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0.2

0.1

0,2

1.9

2.5

1.9

2,5

1,9

1.9

2,0--

2.6

2.4

0.6

14.3 6,495

68,0 17,177

68.5 17,177

18,6 6,495

57.7 8,653

83,7 8,659

13,3 6,495

12.6 6,495

26,7 60495

29.1 6,495

38.6 6,495

57.8 6,495

-6i495--'
51.3 6,495

56,6 6,495

33.1 6,509

1Jrj



Item

Number

Number

Eligible

to Answer

F47AB 150889

F47BA 12,068

F47EB 12,068

F47CA 8,407

F47CB 8,407

F47DA 6,646

F47DB 6646

F47EA 5,860

F47EB 5,860

F47FA 5,484

F4711 5,484

F47GA 5,355

F47GB 5,355

F48A 21,350

F49A 14,306

F49G 14,306

TABLE 3 (Coat d)

RESPONSE DISTRIBUTIONS, SELECTED FIRST

FOLLOW-UP AND BASE-YEAR ITEMS

Unusable Responses

Usable Codes Codesa

Responses '275-0-----3 (94 to 97)

77-07 (70) 70) 703 a)

64.8

55,8

54 2

36.7

35.8

19.9

19.6

9.1

9.0

2.9

2.8

0.6

0.6

95.0

94.0

91.6

1,3 2,8 0.4

153

See notes at end of Table 3, pp. 145447.

2,2

0.6

2,2

0,9

1,7

1.0

1,3

1,1

1,4

1,3

1,4

1,3

1,3

0 5

0.1

Non-Response

RESPONSE

(93)

BLANK

(98)

LEGITSK1R

(99)

nunrnber-

33,1 6,509

43.5 10,330

43.5 10,330

62.5 13,991

62,5 13,991

79.0 15,752

79.0 15,752

89.6 16,538

89,6 16,538

95.8 16,914

95,8 16,914

98,1 17,043

98.1 17,043

0.4 1,048

14326-

5,6 8,092

8,2 8,092
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Number

Item Eligible

Number to Aaswer

TABLE 3 (Cont'd)

RESPONSE DISTRIBUTIONS, SELECTED FIRST

FOLWV;I:113.1111D BASE--YEAR- ITEMS

Lsable

Responses

F50A 14,306 82.8

F5OB 14,306 84.6

F54A 21,350 91.4

F54C 9,968 86,6

F55A 7,983 86.5

F56A 12,780 79.5

F56B 12,780 81.6

F58A 21,350 96.8

F58B 21,350 88.7

F58C 21, Z50 93,0

F78A 21,350 92.3

F78B 21,350 92.9

F79 21,350 87.0

-F80A 21,350 90_.1

F80B 21,350 89.3

F8OC 21,350 88.0

F81 21,350 90.5

F82B 11,769 83,5

See rtotes at end of Table 3, pp. 145-147,
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Unusable Responses Non-Response

RCIL-Tgi-1753167 -FATTAT-T
Codes Codesa RESPONSE BLANK LEGITSKIPTM (94 to 97) (93) (98) (99)

Fa) (-70) 7-F number

5,5d 11,7 8,092

1.7 13.6 8,092

1.7 5.4 0.6 0.8 1,048

0,1 13.3 12,430

0,6 13.0 14,415

5.3e 15.2 9,618

1.6 16.7 9,618

1.0 2.1 1,048

0.7 10.7 1,048

0.4 6,6 1,048

0.6 7.1 1,048

0,4 6,7 1,048

2,4 9.7 1,048

7.2 1,048

7.8 1,048

3,7f 8.4 1,048

0.8 0.4 0,1 8.1 1,048

0,4 16.1 10,629
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Number

Item Eligible

Number to Answer

1ABL 3 (Uoura)

RESPONSE DISTRIBUTIONS, SELECTED FIRST

FOLLGIARRANDBASE-YEAR TEMS

Unusable Responses Non-Response

RoutinFfrfo-r-- -MAL
Usable Codes Codesa RESPONSE

Responses '2(7-47-13 (94 to 97) (93)

777 (70) 70)

F82C 11,769 80.8 0.4 1.3

F82DA 41410 32.6

F82DB 41410 31.7

F82DC 41410 18.3

F83AA 11,769 75,2

F83B 6,428 64.0

F83C 61428 64.4

F83DA 31203 16.4

F83DB 3,203 12,0

F83DC 3,203 7.6

BY2 211222 97;0

BY5 211222 97.8

BY8 21,222 97,8

BY93 21,222 78.1

-24222-- 959

BY94B 21,222 96.5

BY94C 21,222 96.6

BY94D 21,222 96.5

See notes at end ofTable pp, 145447.
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BLA \IK

(98)

LEGITSKIP

(99)

0.1 17,3 10,629

1,8 65,6 17,988

1.6 66.7 17,988

1.8 79.9 17,988

0,2 24.6 10,629

0,8 35.2 15,970

0.3 35.3 15,970

1.7 81,9 19,195

1.3 86.6 19,195

1,4 91.0 19,195

3.0 1,176

2,2 1,176

2.2 1,176

p

4 . 1 1,176

3.5 1,176

3 3 11176

3 5 1,176
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Number

Item Eligible

Number to Answer

TABLE 3 (Coned)

RESPONSE DISTRIBUTIONS, SELECTED FIRST

FOLLOW-UP AND BASE-YEAR ITEMS

Usable

Responses

BY94E 21,222 96.4

BY94F 21,222 96.5

BY94G 21,222 95.8

BY94H 21,222 95.9

BY94I 21,222 96.0

9Y94J 211222 95,0

BY94K 21,222 96,2

BY84 21,222 98.2

BY92 21,222 96,2

BY95 21,222 96.3

BY83 21,222 96.7

BY90Ag 16,683 84,2

BY90Bg 16,683 86,2

Unusable Responses Non-ReSponse

utrroa -MET
Codes Codesa RESPONSE BLANK LEGITSKIP

20 40-10 (94 to 97) (93) (98) (99)

70) 70) 70) %
hunter

3 6 1,176

3.5 1,176

4.2 1,176

4.1 1,176

4,0 1,176

5.0 1,176

3,8 1,176

1.8 1,176

3.8 1,176

3.7 1,176

3.3 1,176

3,2 12.6 5,715

2 1 11,8 5,715

NOTES: Cells without entries indicate no cases in category; cells marked by asterisk (*) had cases totalling less

the 0,1 per cent. Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding,
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TABLE 3 (Cont d)

RESPONSE DISTRIBUTIONS, SELECTED mu

FOLLOW-UP AND BASE-YEAR ITEMS

NOTES: "Usable responses" includes all cases tabulated in within-limits, specific coding categories . 'Unusable

(Contrd) responses" includes all cases which are not interpretable, beyond acceptable value limits, or whose

validity is questioned owing to routing-pattern errors "LEGITSK IP" includes cases not expected (not

eligible) to answer the item, See the discussion of routing-error codes for some qualifications regarding

the 'usable" and "unusdle" designations ,

16iJ

Mins designated "F-0" are from the First Follow,up Questionnaire only. Items designated "BY-." are

basic background data for which inforinatiou was collected hal about 80 per cent of the respondents via

the Base Year Questionnaire, This information was obtained from 4,539 respondents via First Follow-up

tiestionnaire, Form 13, items 86-99. RTI has merged the latter data with the Base Year data in report-

ing distributions. High response rates for "BY--" ktelns are probably'attributable to the supervised data

oollection procedure used wit1,1 the Base Year Questinnaire.

a "Garbage' codes are "Don't Know" (94), 'Out of range' (95), "Multiple Response" (95), "Refused Answer"

(97), plus cases judged outside reasmaii Fain for free-response nuArica I items by RTI,

b Figures in parentheses represent estirnaLs for the preceding item, based on the revised number of eli-

gibles shown, See texl p, 31 for discussion of the downward revision for "Spouse 1973 income" (items

FM, D, F, H) and "Responded's 1973 income (FUG, E, G).

c MCI distribution omitted owing to apparent tabulation error in published data, OUT OF RAKE (code

95) is listed with 19,947 cases.

d Responses judged outside reasonable limits by RTI account for most (4.8 per cent) of these 'garbage

coded" responses.
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TABLE 3 (Coned)

e Responses judged outside reasonable limits by RTlaccovat for most (4,2 per cent) of these ugarbage

coded" responses.

E
Includes "does not apply," with nt515 (2,4 per cent) for FRA, n442 (2.5 per cent) for NOB, and

tr704 (3, 3 per mit) for F8DC

g Items BY9OA and MOB are (respectively) Father's and Mother's education, as collected in the Base

Year Questionnaire only. Included here for comparison with itens F78A and F78B, which represent

the same variables 8 collected via the First Follow-up Questionnaire. Categories for the two do not

match exactly, "Garbage code" cases for BY90A and B are "does nor apply" responses.

Source: National Loolituknal Study of the High School Cis of 1972: Base Year and First Follow-up Data File

User's Miz.:4 (Preliminary), Research Triangle Park, N, Research Triangle Institute, April

1975,
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Lerels

(School level; in which

currently enrolled)

Nursery School

Kindergarten

Elementary School

High School

College

lotal Reported

Total Not Reported

Fer Cent Allocated

Average

IMPACT OF ALLOCATION ON 1970 SCHOOL

ENROLLMENT DISTRIBUTION

Distribution

Number Per Cent Note

FUR

906 4 1,6

2,945.7 5,2

31,794.8 56,3

13,974.6 24,7

6,865.8 12.2

56,437,1 100,0

2,147.9

952.8

3,022.4

33,210.2

14,480.6

6,966.0

Per Cent

af

1,6

5,1

56,5

24,6

11.8

58,632.1 100,0

3.7 Per Cent

Base ls Total Reported, May not add to WO due to rounding,

Sirnple average of entries, disregarding sign,.

Change

(5)

(Col. 2 Col. 4)

Proportionate

Change

(6)

(Col, 5/Col, 2)

Source: Bureau of the Census. Census of Population: 1970; Vol. 1, Characteristics ofthe Population, Part 1,

(p, 1-572), Table 197 (p. 1405). 46:141°n:

.ppenoix . pp : l'! ref, T e C-3

171
United States Surnnary-
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Levels

er of weeks itiout ocauon it ocation

worked in 1969, (1) (2) (3) (4)

employed persons Number Per Cent Number Per _Cent

aged 16 and over) !./
a/

50 52 50,188.1 58.6 53,662,0 58,1

48 - 49 4,978,1 5.8 5,397,0 5,8

40 47 7,256.4 8.5 7,877,7 8,5

27 - 39 7,198.2 8.4 7,851.1 8,5

14 26 7,028,4 8.2 7,709.4 8,3

13 or less 8,981,0 10.5 9,912,8 10,7

Total Reported 85,630.3 100,0 92,410.0 100.0

Total Not Reported 9,145.8

TABLE 5

INFACT OF ALLOCATION ON 1969

"WEEKS WORKED" DISTRIBUTION

Distribution

Per Cent Allocated

Average

7.3 Per Cent

a Base is Total ReporteL. May not add to 100 due to rounding.

b Simple average of entries, disregarding sigt.

Proportionate

Change Change

(5)

(Col. 2 Col. 4

Source: Same as Table 1, except Census tables C-3, p. 1-573 and 218, p. 1-702.
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(6)

LC215591!2_).

-0.5 -0,8%

0 0%

0 0%

0,1 1,2

0.1 1,2%

0.2 1,9%

0.15 0.
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Levels

(Highest grade com-

pleted, persons aged

25 or older)

one

Elementary:

1 4

5 6

7

8

High School:

1 - 3

TABLE 6

INVACT OF ALLOCATION ON 1970 EDUCATIONAL

ATTAINMENT DISTRIBUTION

Distributi on

Witifout AlFcation-t lith Allocation

Nhunber

1 733.9

Per Cent

af

1,7

Proportionate

Change Chanie_

(5) (6).

umber Per Cent 1 2 _01. (CoL,_51211.0 )

1,767,7 1.6 -0,1

3,794.7 4,271.6 3.9 0,2

5,542,4 5.5 6,217.1 5.7 0,2

4,0,0 4,3 4,815.6 4.4 0,1

12,816,5 12.6 14,01514 12.8 0.2

19,407,0 19.1 21,285.9 19,4 0,3 1.6%

4 32,138.9 31.7 34,158,1 31.1 -0,6 -1.9%

C.ollege:

1 -3 10,748.2 10,6 11,650.7 10.6 0 070

4 6,265,4 6,2 6,657.6 6.1 -0,1 -1,670

5 or more 4,689.4 4.6 , 5,059.7 4 6 0 070
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(Highes grade com-

pleted, persons aged

25 or older)

TABLE 6 (Coned)

IMPACT OP ALLOCATION C:N 1970 EDUCATIONAL

ATTAINMENT DISTRIBUTION

Distribution

Number Per Cent

a/

Number

41,

Proportionate

(5) (6)

Per Cent (Co1.,2 Col,. 4) (Col. 5/Col, 2

a/

Total Reported 101,475,3 100.0 109,89914 100.0

Total Not Reported 8,424,1

Per Cent Allocated

Average

7.7 Per Cent

a Base is Total Reported. May not add to 100 due to rounding.

b Simple average of entries, disregarding sign.

Source: Sam' as Ta.C., .,,cept Census Tables C-3, p. 1-572 and 199, p. 1-627.
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b
0 18 2,4%

C.n
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Levels

71thoL-771-15cation

(1969 Family income, 71T-727 (3)

in dollars) Number of Number cf

Families Per Cent Families

WA a/

TABLE 7

IMPACT OF LLOCATION ON 1969 FAMILY

INCOME DISTRIBUTION

Distribution

(1400s'

Change

(5)

Per Cent (Col. 2 Col. 4

Proportionate

Change

(6)

Lcpuic_ciA

1essiIan$1,000 18.7 2.3 1,27617 2.5 0,2 8.77

1,000 1,999 1,324.4 3.3 1,734.3 314 0,1 3,0%

2,000 2,999 1,749.8 4.3 2,261.9 414 0.1 2.3%

3,000 3,999 1,938,3 4.8 2,501.2 4.9 0.1 211%

4,000 -4,999 2,021,9 5,0 2,603.3 5.1 0.1 2.0%

5,000 -5,999 2 307.4 5,7 2,936.1 5.7 ,) 0%

6,00G- 6,999 2,49717 6.2 3,148.1 612 0 0%

7,000 7,999 2,77619 6.8 3,453,4 6.7 -0.1 -1.5%

8,000 8,999 2,952.4 7.3

-9,000 9,999 2,815.0 6.9
7,10218 13,9? -0,3 -2,1%

10,000 11,999 5,377.9 13.2)

12,000 14,999 5,709,3 1411)
13,625.7 26.6 -0.7 -2.6%

15,000 -24,999 6,442.0 15.9 9,182.6 16.0 0.1 0.6%

25,000 -49,999 1,467.4 3.6 1,974.8 3.9 0.3 8.3%

50,000 or more 290.3 0 7 36716 0.7 0 0%
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Levels

(1969 Family inc me,

in dollars)

TABLE 7 (Cont d)

MKT OF ALLOCATION ON 1969 FAMILY

INCOME DISTRIBUTION

Jistribution
71h=a7rt T

Number of

Families Per Cent

(1,000s) a/

'Ilocation

Proportionate

Change Change

(5) (6)

\lumber of

Fartlies Per Cent (Col. 2- Col. 4) (Col, 5/Col. 2),
(1,000s) a/

Total Reported 40,589.5 100.0 51,168,6 100,0

Total Not Reported 10,579,1

Fer Cent Allocated

Average

20.7 Per Cent

a Base is Total Reported. May not add to 100 due to rounding.

5iple average of entries, disregarding sign,

nrce: Same as Table 1', exce ur: us Tables C3, p. 1-574 and 252, p, 1923.-

.180

0.10
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